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A M E R I C A  
W E S T  S I D E  S T O R Y  ( 1 9 5 7 ) 1 

 
ROSALIA 
Puerto Rico, 
You lovely island… 
Island of tropical breezes. 
Always the pineapples growing, 
Always the coffee blossoms blowing…  
 
ANITA 
Puerto Rico… 
You ugly island… 
Island of tropic diseases. 
Always the hurricanes blowing, 
Always the population growing… 
And the money owing, 
And the babies crying, 
And the bullets flying. 
I like the island Manhattan. 
Smoke on your pipe and put that in! 
 
OTHERS 
I like to be in America! 
O.K. by me in America! 
Ev'rything free in America 
For a small fee in America! 
 
ROSALIA 
I like the city of San Juan. 
 
ANITA 
I know a boat you can get on. 
 
ROSALIA 
Hundreds of flowers in full bloom. 
 
ANITA 
Hundreds of people in each room! 
 
ALL 
Automobile in America, 
Chromium steel in America, 
Wire-spoke wheel in America, 
Very big deal in America! 
 
ROSALIA 
I'll drive a Buick through San Juan. 

 
1 https://www.westsidestory.com/america 

ANITA 
If there's a road you can drive on. 
 
ROSALIA 
I'll give my cousins a free ride. 
 
ANITA 
How you get all of them inside? 
 
ALL 
Immigrant goes to America, 
Many hellos in America; 
Nobody knows in America 
Puerto Rico's in America! 
 
ROSALIA 
I'll bring a T.V. to San Juan. 
 
ANITA 
If there’s a current to turn on! 
 
ROSALIA 
I'll give them new washing machine. 
 
ANITA 
What have they got there to keep clean? 
 
ALL 
I like the shores of America! 
Comfort is yours in America! 
Knobs on the doors in America, 
Wall-to-wall floors in America! 
 
ROSALIA 
When I will go back to San Juan. 
 
ANITA 
When you will shut up and get gone? 
 
ROSALIA 
Everyone there will give big cheer! 
 
ANITA 
Everyone there will have moved here!
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Abstract  

Puerto Rico, an island in the Caribbean and an unincorporated territory belonging to the 

United States (US), is facing an uncertain future as its population rapidly declines through 

emigration. The American public has only begun to pay attention to this problem in recent 

years as more and more Puerto Ricans relocate to the US mainland.  

This study therefore aims to understand the migration decision-making process of Puerto 

Ricans by exploring the underlying causes and motivations. In conducting qualitative research, 

the findings center on interviews conducted with seven Puerto Ricans who relocated from 

Puerto Rico to the US mainland between 1985 and 2018. Their reflections on their migration 

decision-making experiences demonstrate that the process is complicated, multi-focal, and 

multidimensional. Focusing specifically on the concepts of citizenship, migration as an 

adaptive strategy, and migration decision-making, the findings indicate that Puerto Ricans are 

US citizens in name only. They are more predisposed than other US citizens to relocate when 

faced with environmental and economic stress, yet not all Puerto Ricans have the desire, nor 

the ability to relocate. Despite the finite scope of this research, the findings nonetheless provide 

valuable insight into the ongoing trends of Puerto Rican migration.  

Keywords: Puerto Rico, unincorporated territory, citizenship, migration as adaptation, 

mobility inequalities, migration decision-making, island migration 

Total Word Count: 19,833   
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Preface 

Most US citizens, myself included, did not know much about Puerto Rico’s relationship 

to the United States (US) prior to Hurricane Maria. Before the hurricane made landfall on the 

island in September 2017, I only knew that Puerto Rico was a US territory but had never 

questioned the significance of its status. The American public’s lack of knowledge on this topic 

was evident from a poll taken a week after Hurricane Maria made landfall in Puerto Rico in 

2017; only 54% of Americans knew that people born in Puerto Rico were US citizens.2 

Furthermore, the poll indicated that “47 percent of Americans without a college degree know 

Puerto Ricans are Americans, compared with 72 percent of those with a bachelor’s degree and 

66 percent of those with a postgraduate education.”3 As a naturalized US citizen who grew up 

in California and pursued her post-secondary education in Canada and Sweden, I feel 

responsible to educate myself on this part of US history, a topic neither addressed in primary 

nor secondary schools.  

For most Americans, the aftermath of Hurricane Maria was the first time they had thought 

much about Puerto Rico. Seeing the mass migration that followed, I wanted to explore how 

Puerto Ricans decided to relocate. This interest was inspired by my personal experiences as 

well as my parents who have relocated internationally numerous times for various reasons. 

These experiences led me to believe that individuals relocate due to intense, perhaps 

overwhelming, disruptions in their lives. In the context of climate change and migration, I 

wanted to understand the extent to which climate change influences individuals’ decisions to 

relocate.  

I have actively worked to recognize my positionality in this research because I am neither 

Puerto Rican nor have I traveled to the island. As a white, naturalized US citizen who grew up 

in California with parents from Canada and France, I recognize how my privilege impacts my 

understanding of Puerto Ricans’ experiences in the US. I have never faced the prejudice and 

exclusion that Puerto Ricans face within US society. I wanted to promote this inclusivity 

through my choice of words: those living in the continental US and Puerto Rico are all US 

citizens. However, because of the nature of Puerto Rico’s relationship to the US as a territory, 

there is no correct terminology that promotes inclusivity. Given my positionality and 

experiences, it was essential for me to include the voices of Puerto Ricans who themselves had 

experienced the relocation described in this research.   

 
2 https://morningconsult.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/170916_crosstabs_pr_v1_KD.pdf 
3 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/26/upshot/nearly-half-of-americans-dont-know-people-in-puerto-ricoans-
are-fellow-citizens.html 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
Around the world, most people would recognize the US flag for its 50 stars and 13 stripes, 

representing its 50 states and 13 original colonies. However, most people do not know about 

the US’s territories or how they even relate to the US. It took an environmental disaster in 2017 

to draw the attention of the US public to the circumstances in Puerto Rico, particularly in light 

of the number of people from that territory that subsequently migrated to the US mainland.  

It is deeply concerning that Puerto Rico lost 4.4% of its population from 2017 to 2018 

through emigration. The number of Puerto Ricans who relocated to the US mainland increased 

by over a third in 2018 (Glassman, 2019). Migration is not a new phenomenon. Humans have 

constantly adapted to their environments by relocating (Adger et al., 2007). However, forecasts 

continue to predict an alarming rate of depopulation in Puerto Rico. A headline from the Tampa 

Bay Times in May 2021 reads: “‘A new Maria.’ Puerto Rico’s next crisis is a demographic 

crisis: The island’s population dropped nearly 12 percent from 2010 to 2020, altering Puerto 

Rico’s society, economy and culture” (Ortiz-Blanes, 2021). 

Why did so many Puerto Ricans relocate? What is driving the depopulation of the 

island?4 To answer these questions, it is necessary to understand the history of Puerto Rico and 

how it has been managed as a territory of the US since it was acquired from Spain in 1898 

(McGreevey, 2018, p.4). In this thesis, I explore what is contributing to this trend. Although 

Hurricane Maria serves as a point of departure for my research, because of the attention it drew 

from the outside world, I will be looking beyond the effects of climate change to understand 

what is at stake for the future of Puerto Rico and how changes today could improve the lives 

of Puerto Ricans. 

While prominent academics such as Dr. Jorge Duany and Dr. Pedro Cabán have written 

extensively in the field of Puerto Rican Studies, their works often do not draw on the lived 

experiences of Puerto Ricans which are crucial to understanding the true drivers of migration. 

In this thesis, I relate the lived experiences of seven Puerto Ricans to illustrate the complexity 

of the migration decision-making process. Given the scope of this research, time constraints, 

and the overall intricate nature of this topic, I acknowledge that my findings will not be able to 

address the entirety of the Puerto Rican experience, because of the small sample size and the 

diverse circumstances that many individuals face. Nonetheless, I provide a revealing 

perspective into this complicated issue. 

 
4 Even though Puerto Rico is often referred to as an island, it is an archipelago with over 100 small islands and 
islets that surround the main island (Discover Puerto Rico). 
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1.1 Research Aim and Questions 

My aim with this research is to understand the decision-making processes that many 

Puerto Ricans face, considering the question of whether or not to stay on the island and on what 

grounds to leave. In order to address the aim of this thesis, I developed the following three 

research questions: 

• Why are Puerto Ricans, more than other US citizens, relocating in response to economic 

and environmental stress? 

• Why are Puerto Ricans relocating rather than remaining on the island? 

• What is contributing to the migration decision-making process of Puerto Ricans? 

1.2 Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis is structured as follows. After an initial introduction to my research in Chapter 

1, which includes an overview of my research topic, aims and questions, I explain my choice 

of methods in Chapter 2, including my rationale for conducting interviews. I address how I 

found my informants and the central role of their lived experience in my research. In Chapter 

3, I provide an explanation of Puerto Rico’s relationship to the US as an unincorporated US 

territory and address the historical context to the island’s ongoing economic crisis. This will 

provide a foundation for the chapters that follow. I subsequently divide my theoretical 

framework into two chapters: in Chapter 4, I explore the concepts of citizenship and migration 

as an adaptative strategy; in Chapter 5, I focus exclusively on the concept of migration decision-

making because its centrality to this research. Building from this foundation, in Chapter 6, I 

present the findings from my interviews. These are organized with the following themes: 

Puerto Ricans’ multidimensional identity; mobility inequalities in migration decision-making; 

and the drivers of migration. In Chapter 7, I summarize the research presented in this thesis 

and provide concluding remarks.  
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Chapter 2: Methods  
Having established both my motivations and the research framework for this thesis, I 

now want to explain my methodological approach to my research. This includes how I found 

my informants and how I conducted the interviews. I will identify and explain how I overcame 

the obstacles that I faced in the process of data collecting.  

The decision to conduct my research with a qualitative approach instead of a quantitative 

or mixed-methods approach was guided by my desire to focus primarily on lived experiences. 

Qualitative research aims to understand “some aspect of social life” by answering questions 

such as “… ‘what’, ‘how’ or ‘why’ of a phenomenon rather than ‘how many’ or ‘how much’, 

which are answered by quantitative methods” (McCusker & Gunaydin, 2014, p.537). A mixed-

methods approach is better suited for investigating complicated research questions and yields 

quantified qualitative data (McCusker & Gunaydin, 2014, p.541). I was not able to pursue this 

approach in my research because of its potential scope. Nonetheless, I included data from the 

literature that illustrates the migration patterns of Puerto Ricans since the early 20th century.  

2.1 Research Design  

I saw the need for first-hand testimonials from Puerto Ricans who had lived through this 

experience of relocating from the island to the US mainland, to better understand the decision-

making process that they faced. As a researcher who lacks crucial insight on this topic, I found 

that there is limited understanding to be gained from secondary sources. Additionally, I found 

that literature on island migration and climate-induced displacement often does not include the 

lived experiences of the individuals who are displaced from their homes. The texts that do 

include these accounts, such as in Perumal (2018) and Paton & Fairbairn-Dunlop (2010), often 

present a perspective that challenges the dominant assumptions on the topic. 

Ideally, I would have traveled to Puerto Rico and conducted interviews in person with 

people anticipating a migration journey. The intent was to speak with potential migrants and 

focus on their experiences as they lived through this migration decision-making process. It 

would also have been valuable for my research to travel to the island and be able to observe in 

the spirit of a situated observer. This would have allowed me an opportunity to better 

understand the current conditions in Puerto Rico in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria and recent 

earthquakes. Ultimately, because of time constraints and the COVID-19 pandemic, I had to 

switch the focus of my thesis to Puerto Ricans who had already established themselves on the 

US mainland. Moreover, I do not speak Spanish and thought that focusing on Puerto Ricans 
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who had established themselves on the US mainland would increase the likelihood of finding 

potential informants that spoke English. 

The purpose of these interviews was not to be representative of all Puerto Ricans’ 

migration experiences but rather to provide a detailed view into the lives of a small cohort of 

migrants. As my informants’ accounts demonstrate, individuals are drawn to migration for a 

variety of reasons and the individual’s background impacts their decision-making process. 

Because I was unable to travel to Puerto Rico and lack personal insight into the conditions 

there, I also wanted my informants to share their perspectives on Puerto Rican migration to 

help fill in the gaps in the literature review in my research. 

2.2 Data Collection 

2.2.1 Selection of Informants 

I did not want to restrict the scope of potential informants based on demographic factors 

such as age or gender, because of my initially limited number of contacts. However, to remain 

focused on the aim of my research, my two principal criteria were that 1) the individuals 

identified themselves as Puerto Rican, and 2) they were involved in the migration decision-

making process. For the former, I did not want to restrict the interpretation of who is Puerto 

Rican which is why I included informants who were born elsewhere in the US to Puerto Rican 

parents. They subsequently moved to Puerto Rico and grew up there. For the latter, it was 

important to focus on individuals who were involved in the decision-making process rather 

than their children or subsequent generations, because I wanted their perspective on their 

experience of migration decision-making. 

Table 1 describes each of the informants, listed by number to anonymize their names. I 

include the year that the informant left Puerto Rico to establish themselves on the US mainland 

to better associate how historical events might have influenced their decision to leave. 

Additionally, some of the informants have since relocated outside of the US, which is why I 

include the cumulative number of years they have lived on the US mainland. The table does 

not list what drew my informants to relocate to the US mainland because there was not one but 

several reasons that drew them there.  
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Informant 
Year 

departed 
Puerto Rico 

Cumulative # 
of years lived 

on US 
mainland  

Departed as 
family/couple or by 

themself? 

Likelihood of returning to 
Puerto Rico? 

1 1990 31 years With mother Undecided, still own house 
in Puerto Rico 

2 2018 3 years By themself 
Yes, unless opportunity 

arises to stay on US 
mainland 

3 1994 17 years By themself 
No, Puerto Rico only as 
vacation destination or 
visiting family/friends 

4 1985 36 years As married couple Thought about it, but 
likely not going to happen 

5 2003 18 years By themself to join 
immediate family 

No, feels established on 
US mainland 

6 2009 12 years By themself No, sees Puerto Rico as a 
Third World country 

7 2004 17 years With partner and 
parents  

No, although possibility of 
retirement there 

Table 1. Informant Description. 

To find my informants, I employed two approaches: “snowball sampling” and the use of 

social media. Noy (2008) describes the former as “…repetitive: informants refer the researcher 

to other informants, who are contacted by the researcher and then refer her or him to yet other 

informants, and so on” (p.330). I had more success with this approach; I already had several 

contacts who knew other potential informants. Noy (2008) explains that one of the drawbacks 

to this approach is that “the researcher relinquishes a considerable amount of control over the 

sampling phase to the informants” (p.332). This was my experience as I first explained to my 

mutual contact the purpose of my research to guide their choice in providing a potential 

informant. Then, I let the mutual contact reach out to the potential informant so that with the 

request coming from someone they already trusted, the informants would be more inclined to 

participate in my research. Once they agreed, phone numbers rather than email information 

were exchanged. While communication through email would have been a conservative 

approach, the use of instant messages with WhatsApp helped develop a rapport with the 

informant leading up to and following the interview. 

My attempt to secure informants through social media groups was unproductive. Such 

groups on Facebook were devoted to both Puerto Rican pride and heritage, or supported Puerto 

Ricans living in individual US cities. Many of my posts in these groups were not approved by 
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the group’s administration and ones that were included yielded responses such as likes and 

hearts but no volunteers for interviews. Several individuals shared in private messages their 

relatives’ stories, but I could not use this material because it was second-hand knowledge. It is 

worth noting that one individual posted in the comments their disagreement with my choice of 

words, stating that they preferred the term “to move” rather than “to migrate” when talking 

about Puerto Ricans’ relocation to the US. 

Upon reflection, I feel that my position limited my ability to find informants. Indeed, one 

of my earlier informants cautioned me that Puerto Ricans are wary of outside researchers’ 

intent and added that some form of compensation would entice the informants to participate. 

However, I did not have research funding to take this approach. With my informants, I noticed 

repeatedly their confusion as to why I would be pursuing this topic of research given my lack 

of connection to Puerto Rico. They were also puzzled as to why I was doing my research at a 

Swedish university instead of from the US. Nonetheless, they were happy to know someone 

was writing about their island. In response, I believe that there is validity in my perspective as 

someone who was educated both in the US and abroad, seeing the issue from the inside and 

outside. 

2.2.2 Interviews 

I followed a semi-structured approach to the interviews because it allowed for rich talk, 

guided by a minimal frame of questions (Magnusson & Marecek, 2015, p.48). This is in 

contrast to structured interviews where the questions need to be asked in a particular order and 

most often produce quantitative data (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006, p.314). Additionally, 

I could not conduct unstructured interviews because of the inability to spontaneously request 

interviews following by participant observations (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006, p.315). 

Therefore, my theoretical framework and research questions guided the formulation of the 

interview questions that compromised my interview guide (see Appendix A). These questions 

were a blend of open-ended and close-ended questions because I wanted to encourage the 

informants to share their stories while also providing specific details such as the year that they 

left the island. 

As part of establishing the rapport with the informants in the interview setting, I wanted 

to challenge the traditional understanding of the social roles of the informant and interviewer 

by applying feminist research methods. More specifically, DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree (2006) 

describe how “the interviewer maintains control over the interaction with the interviewee’s 

participation” and how “the research process is oppressive, as if the life of the interviewee is 
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just there waiting to be described” (p.317). I addressed these power dynamics because I am an 

outsider to the Puerto Rican community. Whereas Puerto Rico has been colonized for over 500 

years, my ancestors were all complicit in acts of colonialism. Therefore, as an interviewer, I 

wanted to build a rapport with my informants; I did not want to act distant or “aloof” in the 

interest of maintaining an objective stance (Landman, 2006, p.431). Although the focus of the 

discussions remained on the informant’s story and insights, I shared my own migration story 

and the motivation for this research given my personal experiences.  

Because I could not meet with my informants in person, due in large part to the COVID-

19 pandemic, I instead chose to conduct video interviews. This was equally beneficial for my 

research since I was in Sweden and the majority of my informants were living in the US. We 

were able to accommodate for the time zone differences which ranged from one to nine hours. 

I wanted to use video interviews instead of phone calls because of “the availability of instant 

feedback, the use of multiple cues (such as facial expressions, voice inflections, and gestures), 

the use of natural language for conveying a broad set of concepts and ideas, and the personal 

focus of the medium” (Nehls et al., 2015, p.146). Furthermore, my informants and I had never 

met before, so video interviews allowed us to bridge the distance between us and begin to 

develop a rapport. To accommodate the informant’s preferences, they were given the option of 

choosing which video platform worked best for them. The majority chose Zoom while one 

selected WhatsApp. These interviews, which were conducted in June 2021, lasted in length 

from 40 minutes to an hour. 

One informant was given the option of providing their answers in written form due to 

their time constraints. While this allowed me to further expand the scope of potential 

informants, I recognize that there are drawbacks to this approach. First, Hawkins (2018) 

pointed to the time-consuming nature of crafting responses rather than the instant 

communication that occurs during video or phone interviews (p.495). However, my informant 

had the flexibility of answering the questions on their own time and was given a week and a 

half to return the answers. Second, depending on the time constraints, written interviews 

prevent the type of interaction that occurs in video interviews where the interviewer can adapt 

to the informant’s responses with follow-up questions to encourage them to develop or clarify 

their ideas. Furthermore, there is the potential for the informant to provide concise responses 

to the questions. Since I did not have more time to engage in further questions with my 

informants, I made myself available for any potential clarifications about the interview 

questions. The informant received both a copy of the interview questions as well as a written 

piece from me which included an introduction of myself, an explanation of my research aim, 
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and the ethical considerations for this research. These were talking points that were addressed 

in my video interviews. Ultimately, as the researcher, I was still able to interpret the data by 

teasing out reoccurring themes and highlighting new findings that were not accounted for in 

the questions. 

2.2.3 Ethical Considerations  

For this study, I followed the guidelines from the Swedish Research Council5 and the 

General Data Protection Regulation. I did not provide my informants with a formal information 

letter but rather provided the relevant information incrementally. This was done because of the 

informal nature of our communications before the interview as we primarily used WhatsApp 

to exchange messages. 

After the mutual contact had provided me with the informant’s contact information, I 

first reached out to the informant and explained who I was. I explained the purpose of my 

research, even if our mutual contact had already described it to them, so they could hear it 

directly from me. When the informant agreed to participate and a time and date were 

established for the interview, I then asked for their consent to record the audio of our 

conversation. As part of this request, I explained the purpose of the recording, how the collected 

data would be handled, and their rights as participants including confidentiality. I wanted to 

have their consent in writing rather than verbally on the day of the interview so that would be 

written proof. On the day of the interview, I made sure to alert my informant that I was about 

to start the recording.  

Even though my informants come from a broad group, I still chose to anonymize their 

identity. With the snowball sampling method to finding my informants, there was the 

possibility that my mutual contacts and other informants could recognize the person’s identity, 

so I chose to remove such personal information. I did however choose to retain the dates that 

were related in their chronology because I wanted to correlate the timing of events with Puerto 

Rican and US history and how those events might have influenced my informant’s decision to 

move. Ultimately, I chose to anonymize my informant’s identities out of respect for their 

stories. 

 
5 Vetenskapsrådet. (2017). Good Research Practice. Retrieved from 
https://www.vr.se/download/18.5639980c162791bbfe697882/1555334908942/Good-Research-
Practice_VR_2017.pdf 
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2.3 Data Analysis 

I did a thematic analysis because of my interest in identifying patterns within the data. 

This approach is more accessible because it is not bound to a particular theoretical framework 

and does not require detailed “theoretical and technological knowledge of approaches, such as 

grounded theory and [discourse analysis]” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.81). With the number of 

informants and the context into which their accounts are situated, my intent was not to 

deconstruct at a micro-level what the informants said and then to place it within a larger 

discourse (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.98). Instead, the focus was on the informants’ experiences 

and their insight on the topic of Puerto Rican migration.  

For this thematic analysis, I followed Braun & Clarke’s 6-step guide (2006). To begin, I 

transcribed the audio from the interviews. During this process and the subsequent readings of 

the transcripts, I jotted down initial thoughts and impressions and observed overlapping 

themes. Multiple readings of the transcripts were necessary: I first read the content at face 

value, then with subsequent readings, I deconstructed the experience that was described. The 

thoughts that came from this process helped jumpstart the following step of generating a list of 

codes on post-it notes. Braun & Clarke (2006.) explained how “codes identify a feature of the 

data (semantic content or latent) that appears interesting to the analyst, and refer to ‘the most 

basic segment, or element, of the raw data or information that can be assessed in a meaningful 

way regarding the phenomenon’” (p.88). The codes are more specific than the themes as the 

next step is to group these codes under common themes. The next two steps are to review the 

relevancy of the themes with the research topic and make sure that the themes are clearly 

defined to avoid potential overlap or confusion. 

 

In conclusion, my research methods, which revolve around the importance of lived 

experiences of Puerto Ricans, are designed to provide a new perspective on their migration 

decision-making. Before addressing the fieldwork from these interviews, I will provide 

conceptual and historical context to this topic as well as establish the theoretical framework for 

this research.  
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Chapter 3: Conceptual and Historical Context  
I divide this chapter into two sections: the making of Puerto Ricans into second-class US 

citizens and the events leading to Puerto Rico’s current economic crisis. Using a selection of 

key political and economic legislation as the focus, the aim is to highlight their relevance in 

shaping not only Puerto Ricans’ status as second-class US citizens but also their influence on 

the migration patterns between Puerto Rico and the US mainland. An explanation of Puerto 

Rico’s status as an unincorporated US territory will subsequently be essential as I address how 

legislation and events led to Puerto Rico’s current economic crisis.  

3.1 Puerto Rico: Commonwealth and Colony 

The roots of Puerto Ricans’ racial identity are grounded in the island’s extensive history 

of colonialization. Similar to the rest of Latin America and the Spanish Caribbean, this racial 

diversity is a result of the intermixing, or mestizaje, with the African slave trade, the Taíno who 

are the Indigenous people of the Caribbean, and 400 yearlong Spanish colonization (Landale 

& Oropesa, 2002, pp.232-233). Even as Spain ceded the island to the US as part of the Treaty 

of Paris in 1898, Puerto Ricans continued to be treated as colonial subjects by the new colonial 

ruler (McGreevey, 2018, p.4). This is because Puerto Rico would prove to be a valuable asset 

for the US as it exploited the land and its people to meet economic needs (González-Cruz, 

1998, p.16). Furthermore, as part of the US’s efforts to contain the spread of communism in 

Latin America, the island became an important military camp (González, 2017). 

 
Figure 1. Map of Puerto Rico within North America. Retrieved from: 
https://www.mapsofworld.com/answers/regions/puerto-rico-country/# 

As a newly acquired colonial territory to the US, there was still uncertainty about the 

extent to which the US Constitution should equally apply to all those living under the US flag. 
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Should there be equality for all individuals, regardless of whether they reside in the states or 

the territories? The verdict from the Supreme Court case of Downes v. Bidwell (1901) 

responded to this question, establishing the Doctrine of Territorial Incorporation, which in turn 

established a hierarchy between incorporated and unincorporated territories (Tauber, 2006, 

p.148). Unlike incorporated territories like Hawaii,6 unincorporated territories like Puerto 

Rico would not be assured a pathway towards “eventual statehood” (Tauber, 2006, p.173). The 

justification for this decision was primarily racially based as Supreme Court Justice Brown 

believed that the “alien races” that inhabited these territories did not deserve the benefits of the 

US Constitution because of their clash in the values and principles (McGreevey, 2018, p.36). 

Consequently, this decision legitimized the discrepancy in the delegation of rights and 

protections; Puerto Rico would be considered as “foreign in a domestic sense” to the US (Shaw, 

1993, p.1017). This quote highlights how Puerto Rico was still considered to be a US 

possession despite its status as an unincorporated US territory (Pantojas-García, 2005, p.164).  

As part of the measures to establish the relationship between Puerto Rico and the US, the 

Jones-Shafroth Act of 1917 granted Puerto Ricans limited US citizenship (Shaw, 1993, 

p.1019). Previously, Puerto Rico was denied the opportunity to become a state because of the 

implied need to do the same for the Philippines which at the time was also a US territory 

(Marquez, 2017). However, as the Philippines increasingly gained independence from the US 

in 1912, the unprecedented response was to grant Puerto Ricans limited US citizenship, which 

had never been done before to a US territory (McGreevey, 2018, p.90; Marquez, 2017). While 

the concept of citizenship and what it means for Puerto Ricans to be a US citizen will later be 

explored in Chapter 4.1, it is nonetheless important to acknowledge how this limited citizenship 

reinforces the island’s inferior status as an unincorporated territory. Indeed, Puerto Ricans were 

US citizens to the extent that they were only granted “the most ‘fundamental’ constitutional 

provisions” (Tauber, 2006, p.166). 

In reflecting on the consequences of this limited US citizenship, it is necessary to return 

to the principles of the Doctrine of Territorial Incorporation. Here, the explanation for Puerto 

Rico’s status was that “these new possessions were not destined for eventual statehood the full 

Constitution did not apply” (Tauber, 2006, p.148). Consequently, Puerto Ricans lack active 

political representation in the federal government because they do not vote for the US President 

and representatives in the US Congress (de Passalacqua, 1990, p.148). Instead, they elect a 

 
6 Hawaii’s path towards statehood was not straightforward, because the Republican-majority Congress was 
concerned that they would lose its control of Congress by admitting a territory that was projected to be a 
Democrat stronghold (see Stebenne, 2017 for details).  
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non-voting member in the House of Representatives called a resident commissioner (Shaw, 

1993, p.1009). This representative “may vote in committees but is not permitted to vote in, or 

preside over, either the Committee of the Whole or the House” (Garrett, 2011). This lack of 

representation is problematic for Puerto Rico, a territory that has a higher population than states 

like Alaska and Hawaii (US Census Bureau, 2021). because it impedes any efforts to address 

the issues and needs of Puerto Ricans, especially after Hurricane Maria. 

Amidst this legislation, there is an implicit provision that grants Puerto Ricans the 

opportunity to gain the rights of full US citizenship. However, this occurs only when Puerto 

Ricans relocate from the island to the US mainland. This interpretation is based on how 

changing domiciles from a US territory to a US state means that the individual becomes subject 

to new laws as citizens of the new domicile (de Passalacqua, 1990, p.152). It could be argued 

that because the US would continue to exploit Puerto Rico for its people and natural resources, 

the terms of this change in status were intentional. As will be elaborated upon throughout this 

thesis, the US gradually laid the foundation to encourage Puerto Ricans to leave the island in 

order to benefit fully from the rights of citizenship. 

3.1.1 Island’s Status: Colony, Post-Colonial Colony, or Sovereign Colony? 

There continues to be a debate as to whether Puerto Rico should be labeled a colony, a 

post-colonial colony, or a sovereign colony, and it is therefore important to understand the 

extent to which Puerto Ricans have control over their internal affairs.  

With the passage of several acts of legislation, Puerto Ricans were gradually granted the 

right to self-governance following its colonial acquisition by the US (Cabán, 2005, p.519). 

First, the Foraker Act of 1900 terminated the US’s military government and replaced it with a 

limited civilian government for Puerto Rico (de Passalacqua, 1990, p.145). This meant that 

most of the members of this government were appointed by the US President which 

subsequently ensured that legislation was favorable towards the US’s interests (Shaw, 1993, 

p.1020). Second, the Jones-Shafroth Act increasingly expanded Puerto Rican civil society’s 

involvement in their government because it allowed them to vote for the members of the 

territorial legislature (Shaw, 1993, p.1020). However, the US President still retained authority 

over the appointments of significant members of the government including the governor (Shaw, 

1993, p.1020). Third, the passage of Public Law 600 in 1952 bestowed more autonomy for 

Puerto Ricans as they met to draw up the terms of their new government through a 

commonwealth constitution (Cabán, 2005, p.519). This seemed to foreshadow the end of 
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Puerto Rico’s status as a colony; the territorial government derived its powers from its 

constitution, unlike the situation in other US territories (Marquez, 2017).  

However, the US has continued to maintain its involvement in Puerto Rico’s internal 

affairs as a result of the Territorial Clause of the US Constitution (U.S. Const. art. IV, § 3, cl. 

2). There is reason to believe that the US Congress never intended to relinquish its authority of 

the territory as Puerto Rico’s new constitution still needed final approval from the US Congress 

before it could become a federal law (Shaw, 1993, p.1021). Consequently, the terms of the 

US’s relationship with Puerto Rico did not change and Puerto Rico’s internal affairs continue 

to be heavily guided by the US federal government’s direction. 

From the time of the constitutional convention of 1952, there have been several 

plebiscites on the island which aimed to rectify the confusion about the island’s status and its 

relationship to the US (Duany, 2012). This confusion stems from the interpretation of Puerto 

Rico’s status as a Commonwealth. While the official Spanish translation of “Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico” is “Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto Rico,” this, in turn, translates to “Free 

Associated State of Puerto Rico.” Fundamentally, both terms do not equate because of the 

differences in rights and privileges. The title of Commonwealth allows the US to claim that 

Puerto Rico is a self-governing territory despite Congress’s authority over the island (U.S. 

Const. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2). This misunderstanding persists and plebiscites continue to be treated 

as opinion polls with no power for change without approval from the US Congress. 

3.2 Puerto Rico’s Unresolved Economic Crisis 

Puerto Rico’s current economic crisis is one of the many factors that led to the Second 

Great Migration from Puerto Rico to the US mainland. The deterioration of the island’s 

economy throughout the 20th and early 21st centuries occurred in parallel with a gradual 

increased rate of out-migration from Puerto Rico to the US mainland. While it is difficult to 

identify the root causes of the economic crisis, two pivotal events influenced the island’s 

migration history: 1) The First Great Migration occurred in the post-World War II era as the 

policies of Operation Bootstrap were implemented; 2) The Second Great Migration occurred 

in response to the decision in 1996 to phase out the tax breaks from Section 936 (Cában, 2018, 

p.10).  

As I review this history, it is valuable to have Figure 2 as a visual indicator of how the 

island’s population and rate of outmigration fluctuated. With the focus of this thesis on 

migration decision-making, it was necessary to include both population and outmigration 
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statistics to show that not all Puerto Ricans migrated during the First and Second Great 

Migrations.  

 
Figure 2. Population7-Migration8 Statistics Chart. 

3.2.1 Operation Bootstrap (1940s–1960s) 

After World War II, Puerto Rico continued to face a staggering rate of poverty and 

unemployment, unlike the US, whose economy rapidly expanded; this led hundreds of 

thousands of Puerto Ricans to relocate to the US mainland in search of economic prosperity 

(Pis-Dudot, 2017, p.95). In response, Puerto Rico’s first popularly elected governor, Luís 

Muñoz Marín put forth an economic development program called Operation Bootstrap, which 

aimed to improve standards of living for all Puerto Ricans (Pis-Dudot, 2017, p.83). This plan, 

whose Spanish translation is la operacíon ‘manos a la obra’ (hands to work) was supposed to 

give Puerto Ricans the help needed to “lift [themselves] by [their] own bootstraps” (Pis-Dudot, 

2017, p.83). The belief was that transforming the economy from purely agriculture-based labor 

to export-led industries would make Puerto Rico “a modern, developed state” (Santana, 1998, 

p.93). 

The US, as a colonial power, guided Operation Bootstrap. Muñoz Marín, who gained the 

US’s support during his tenure as President of the Puerto Rico Senate, worked to establish a 

 
7 I took the population statistics for the decade mark and put it for the years leading up to that decade mark, 
noting how population statistics for 2010-2018 are numbers for the 2020 Census. 
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/dec/density-data-text.html 
8 I followed net migration from Puerto Rico to the US Mainland statistics from Duany (2003) for 1900-1999. I 
then followed the net passenger statistics from Santos-Lozada et al. (2020) for 2000-2018. Here, I added the net 
migration statistics for 2000-2004 with 2005-2009 and 2010-2014 with 2015-2018.  
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Commonwealth government; this territorial government would “assert a ‘relative autonomy’ 

over local economic, political, and policy areas” while still maintaining a relationship with the 

US (Meléndez, 2017, pp.20). Literature from Mignolo (2012) and Quijano (2013) provide a 

theoretical understanding of how colonial influence changes a society’s politics, culture, and 

social values. Quijano (2013) writes how “Europe thought of itself as the mirror of the future 

of all the other societies and cultures; as the advanced form of the history of the entire species” 

(p.30).  

Ultimately, Operation Bootstrap proved to be an unsustainable solution for improving 

the standard of living for Puerto Ricans. To fund this rapid industrialization and job creation, 

the island needed private outside capital investment (Santana, 1998, p.89). To make Puerto 

Rico a desirable place for investors, the island provided financial incentives. These included 

significant tax breaks and special loans, offers to build plants and infrastructure to investors’ 

specifications, and a cheap, local labor force (Santana, 1998, p.93). When agriculture was no 

longer the focus of the island’s economy, Puerto Ricans relocated in large numbers from rural 

to urban communities in search of employment opportunities. However, there were not enough 

available jobs in industry to support this relocated workforce. While gross national product and 

disposable income skyrocketed, economic development still did not address the persistent lack 

of employment opportunities (Brown, 2016). On the US mainland, the demand for low-wage 

workers in the manufacturing sector sparked the First Great Migration of the 1950s. 

Unemployed Puerto Ricans, with the encouragement of their government, headed towards the 

US mainland (see Figure 2). 

3.2.2 The Demise of Section 936 of the US Federal Tax Code 

With this mass emigration along with economic issues still left unresolved on the island, 

there was still a need for a new economic plan. Like Operation Bootstrap, the belief was that 

attracting companies from the US mainland to the island would lead to job creation for Puerto 

Ricans. Subsequently, there was a shift from focusing on attracting labor-intensive 

manufacturing companies to capital-intensive firms (Cabán, 2018, p.166). Companies were 

enticed by the island’s cheap source of labor and loopholes that enabled them to maximize their 

profits as they were exempted from paying federal taxes on remitted incomes (Gonzalez et al., 

2020, p.4). While there was an increase in the employment rate, these companies benefitted the 

most from this agreement as they found loopholes that enabled them to maximize their profits. 

Since these significant profits did not result in relatively significant increases in employment 

for Puerto Ricans, the federal government could not justify the loss in tax revenue that it 
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endured (Gonzalez et al., 2020, p.4). The decision was therefore to phase out Section 936 over 

10 years with the Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996 (Cában, 2018, p.10).  

This decision was detrimental for an island whose economy was fully dependent on the 

investments that came from Section 936. As jobs gradually left the island, unemployment and 

poverty rates steadily grew. On the heels of the 2008 US economic recession, the island 

continued to struggle with addressing its growing economic debt. Between 2006 and 2017, the 

debt exploded from $39.5 billion to $74 billion (Gonzalez et al., 2020, p.4). Consequently, 

there were limited infrastructure investments made across the island which was made ever more 

evident in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria.  

Puerto Rico’s relationship to the US provides “artificial economic advantages” that come 

at a cost (Cabán, 2018, p.170). Although the US government’s intention has seemingly been to 

assist Puerto Rico with its economic issues, the island has grown ever more dependent on this 

colonial power for economic aid. For example, Puerto Rico cannot file for Chapter 9 

bankruptcy,9 nor receive protection from creditors because of its status as an unincorporated 

US territory (Gonzalez et al., 2020, p.4). Left in this position, the US federal government 

intervened and responded to the state of the island’s economy with the passage of the Puerto 

Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act in 2016 (Gonzalez et al., 2020, p.4). 

The purpose of this outside group of unelected officials was to manage the island’s finances, 

even without the approval of the Puerto Rican government or its people (Gonzalez et al., 2020, 

p.4). The US has the resources to provide economic aid, but always maintains outside control. 

 

In conclusion, Puerto Rico has been treated as a colony by the US since it was acquired 

from Spain in 1898 (McGreevey, 2018, p.4). Attempts by the colonial power to improve the 

economy through a western approach have largely failed, driving two waves of migration to 

the US mainland. The reasons for migration are multi-faceted and complex and will be explored 

in the next two chapters.  

 
9 See https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/chapter_9_bankruptcy for an explanation on Chapter 9 bankruptcy.  
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Chapter 4: Second-Class Citizenship and Island Migration  
Having reviewed the relevant conceptual and historical literature and context in the 

previous chapters, what explanations can help to make sense of the migration trends shown in 

Figure 2 (p.20) in the previous chapter? To answer this question, I divide this chapter into two 

sections. In the first section, I explore the theory of citizenship in relation to the inequalities 

amongst US citizens. I seek to problematize why Puerto Ricans and not residents of Florida, 

for example, are forced to consider relocating when faced with the aftermath of natural 

disasters. In the second section, I explore the theory of migration as an adaptative strategy in 

order to explain why such a large number of Puerto Ricans migrate as a response to their 

circumstances.  

4.1 Unequal Citizenship 

In this thesis, I seek to articulate a critical perspective on what US citizenship means. 

Even though Puerto Ricans are US citizens, those living on the island are treated as second-

class citizens, as I previously described in Chapter 3.1. To address the themes of inclusion and 

exclusion in US society, I explore theories of citizenship, beyond the legal context. I apply 

these ideas when questioning why each change in status for Puerto Ricans, from aliens to US 

nationals to US citizens, has not meant further inclusion within US society. How is it, for 

example, that US citizens on the mainland are not faced with the same decision as Puerto 

Ricans regarding whether to relocate after a natural disaster?  

It is worth noting that Puerto Ricans are unique within the context of other Caribbean 

and Latin American countries because of their US citizenship. Their citizenship facilitates their 

relocation to the US mainland, because they need not endure the administrative bureaucracy of 

establishing residency in the US. Although citizenship is an influential factor, there are other 

factors in play in their decision-making process. 

4.1.1 Unequal Rights: Stateless Citizens 

Puerto Ricans are US citizens in name only and have many attributes of statelessness. To 

understand the legal value of citizenship, I reviewed literature on statelessness, where 

citizenship’s exclusionary nature is manifest. When the citizen and the stateless individual are 

juxtaposed, the centrality of rights that come with citizenship is made evident (Tonkiss, 2017, 

p.241). While Puerto Ricans are US citizens, they are also considered to belong to “a nation 

without a state” in the context of self-determination. However, it has also been established that 

Puerto Ricans do not acquire full citizenship status until they relocate from the island to the US 
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mainland. To elaborate on the centrality of rights, Kingston (2017) addresses statelessness as 

both a cause and symptom of marginalization. Kingston (2017) explains that statelessness is a 

cause of marginalization because individuals are unable “to access political membership or call 

upon governments to protect their most basic needs and entitlements” (p.18). Statelessness can 

also appear as a symptom of marginalization because individuals are rendered “unworthy of 

membership and rights in a given community” through denationalization and exclusionary 

citizenship laws (Kingston, 2017, p.25). Puerto Ricans have transitioned from being stateless, 

to US nationals, to US citizens, with each change signifying the attribution of additional rights.  

Both Bosniak (2010) and Bickel (1975) agree that “citizens are made, not born” (Bosniak, 

2010, p.11). More specifically, citizenship is a social construct that is created through 

legislation; laws and politics confer or withdraw a person’s status as a citizen, therefore giving 

this concept its manipulable characteristic (Bosniak, 2010, p.11). 

To understand the legal relationship that Puerto Ricans, on the island or the mainland, 

have with the US federal government, I draw on Marshall’s definition of citizenship as a point 

of departure (1950). According to Marshall (1950), the state bestows rights to the individual 

who in turn uses them to improve the well-being of their community. These rights are divided 

into three categories: civil, political, and social rights (Marshall, 1950, p.10). This theoretical 

framework of citizenship assumes that all individuals are equal, which in practice is not realized 

often because of historically embedded social prejudices regarding individuals’ race, ethnicity, 

or gender, or a combination of these factors.  

Puerto Ricans frequently must overcome prejudices in exercising their citizenship rights, 

including the right to vote, and are not always able to exercise them freely. Kingston’s 

interpretation is that citizenship is understood to be along a spectrum between full citizenship 

and statelessness based on the distribution of rights (2017, p.25). This addresses the impact of 

social privilege because many individuals experience more difficulty than others at exercising 

their citizenship rights. As the lyrics from West Side Story’s song America suggest, “life is all 

right in America if you’re all-white in America” (America, 2020). 

Anderson (2013) shows how a citizen’s place in society is contingent on the extent to 

which they ascribe to socially determined community-based values; she uses the term 

“community of value” rather than nation-state as the foundation of a citizen’s sense of identity. 

In turn, the borders of this community are drawn based on the failures of the Tolerated Citizen 

and the exclusion of the Failed Citizen (Anderson, 2013). While the Failed Citizen is one who 

was ostracized from the community because their values do not align, the Good Citizen is 

deemed as the model citizen. The Tolerated Citizen finds themselves on the border between 
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the two circumstances (Anderson, 2013). In the end, Anderson’s work supports the previously 

mentioned claim from Bosniak (2010) and Bickel (1975) that citizens are made, not born. Even 

though Puerto Ricans have the legal status of US citizens, they have the characteristics of the 

Tolerated Citizen.  

As an aside, I would like to point out that authors often use the term citizenship 

interchangeably with nationality. Tonkiss (2017) points out how “accessing the rights of 

citizenship in the contemporary international system means belonging to a particular ‘nation-

state,’ which in itself means being the member of a national group and therefore holding a 

nationality” (p.243). In contrast, Kingston (2017) states “the acquisition of legal nationality 

does not guarantee equality and respect for human rights; the fact that positive gains are 

distributed unevenly across formerly stateless groups shows us that citizenship alone is not 

enough” (p.21). Rather than differentiating these concepts as separate entities, Tonkiss (2017) 

instead suggests referring to the concept of “citizenship-as-nationality” or even “national 

citizenship” to acknowledge the relationship between both terms (p.241). I believe that Puerto 

Ricans, whether they live on the island or the US mainland, have a stronger sense of nationality as 

Puerto Ricans than as US citizens. 

4.1.2 Unequal Access: Subjects of Colonial Management  

Although Florida and Texas face similar environmental challenges as Puerto Rico, their 

greater access to resources compared to Puerto Rico illustrates the persistence of the US’s 

colonial legacy in the 21st century; residents of Florida and Texas did not have to relocate as 

did Puerto Ricans. In the 2017 hurricane season, three prominent hurricanes, Harvey, Irma, and 

Maria, wreaked havoc for US citizens in Texas, Florida, and Puerto Rico. Harvey and Irma 

made landfall as category four hurricanes while “Maria hit Puerto Rico as a ‘high-end’ category 

4, or just below the threshold of a category 5 hurricane” (Willison et al., 2019, p.2).10 Even 

though Maria caused more damage in Puerto Rico than Irma in Florida or Harvey in Texas, it 

took over four months for disaster appropriation funds “to reach a comparable amount of 

money received by Florida and Texas in half the amount of time” (Willison et al., 2019, pp.2-

3).11 While reasons such as geography and disaster fatigue were used to justify the discrepancy 

in response, the preferential treatment of US citizens residing on the US mainland is obvious 

(Willison et al., 2019, p.2). 

 
10 See https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php for an explanation on the categorization of hurricane wind 
speeds and estimated property damages incurred.  
11 See Willison et al., 2019 for more statistics. 
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Colonial attitudes and prejudices have always existed in the US federal government’s 

treatment of Puerto Ricans, and so the territory has never had equal access to federal support. 

In 1901, the Downes v. Bidwell decision established that Puerto Rico as a US territory was not 

properly part of the US and therefore did not fully benefit from the protections of the 

Constitution. Justice Brown referred to Puerto Rico as being “inhabited by alien races” 

(McGreevey, 2018, p.36). Efforts at population control (Cabán, 2005, p.520; McGreevey, 

2018, p.145; D’Aulby, 1943) and Operation Bootstrap (Gonzalez et al., 2020, p.6) show clear 

prejudice and racism in the US treatment of Puerto Ricans. 

Rather than providing equal access to resources, the federal government resorted to 

efforts of population control to manage what was perceived only as a problem to be solved. 

The government of Puerto Rico has bluntly justified the use of migration as a way to stabilize 

the economic circumstances on the island indicating “migration helps to maintain the 

population index at a more or less stable level with the corresponding effects on employment 

and unemployment, education, housing, health, and all the other factors that affect the 

development of Puerto Rico’s government programs” (Duany, 2010, p.231). The Puerto Rican 

government has even been complicit with the US by promoting Puerto Ricans as a cheap source 

of labor and strongly encouraging them to relocate abroad, including to Hawaii (Gonzalez et 

al., 2020, p.6; McGreevey, 2018, p.145). 

Michel Foucault’s theory of biopower and biopolitics of populations is important in 

understanding the US relationship with Puerto Rico and how the colonial government manages 

Puerto Rico (Foucault, 1978). His theory of how a sovereign power determines “the right to 

decide life and death” has evolved (Foucault, 1978, p.139). Through “a series of interventions 

and regulatory controls,” the sovereign power controls a population or individual’s quality of 

life in order to influence “the mechanics of life… [which include]…births and mortality, the 

level of health, life expectancy and longevity” (Foucault, 1978, p.139). The US’s efforts to 

manage the population of Puerto Rico includes denying citizens equal rights and access to 

resources. 

If the federal government had always provided to Puerto Rico the same access to 

resources and support that it supplied to the states, there would not have been the waves of 

migration due to economic stress on the island. 

4.2 Migration as an Adaptive Strategy 

In this section, I address migration as a response to potential migrants’ current 

circumstances. Warner et al. (2009) point out that people have one of three options “(1) stay 
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and adapt to mitigate the effects; (2) stay, do nothing and accept a lower quality of life; or (3) 

leave the affected area” (p.690). Indeed, migration is not an option for everyone, because 

insurmountable barriers (such as the cost of relocation) prevent them. However, with the 

circumstances in Puerto Rico that were outlined in the Chapter 3, I address the reasoning and 

decision-making process that led Puerto Ricans to leave the island. Why would Puerto Ricans 

not remain on the island? As Figure 2 indicates (p. 20), there are currently more Puerto Ricans 

living in the diaspora than on the island, indicating the severity of the circumstances.  

First, I define the term adaptation and how the concept of migration as an adaptive 

strategy is predominantly applied in the context of climate change. The concept of adaptation 

stems from the field of evolutionary biology which is why Palinkas (2020) proposes the 

following definition: “Adaptation is the process by which an individual or group makes certain 

behavioral or biological adjustments in response to the demands of a social or physical 

environment” (p.206). Since my research does not focus exclusively on climate change and 

migration, I therefore interpret the term environment to mean both the natural world and the 

potential migrant’s circumstances. This allows me to continue to use literature from this field 

of research as I address how both the aftermath of natural disasters and the economic shocks 

sparked an increased rate of out-migration of Puerto Ricans.  

As Adger et al. (2007) explain, humans have always been adapting to their changing 

environments. In the context of climate change, they indicate how strategies such as crop 

diversification and improved irrigation systems were employed long before the mention of a 

climate crisis (Adger et al., 2007, p.719). Migration was also an adaptive strategy; potential 

migrants relocate to improve their environment and socio-economic status, or fulfill needs that 

cannot be met in their current circumstances (Gemenne & Blocher, 2017, p.341). For example, 

Puerto Ricans moved across the island from rural to urban areas, driven by the hope of finding 

better employment opportunities. 

Migration is always understood to be an adaptive strategy of last resort. Individuals will 

not relocate to a new environment without being compelled to do so. It is necessary to consider 

how “everything from livelihoods to identity is affected by the environments in which we live” 

(“From migration”, 2019). As Paton & Fairbairn-Dunlop (2010) state, migration not only 

impacts the individual’s livelihood but also their connection to the land, which plays an integral 

part of their identity and culture (p.691). Kumar (2014) points to further potential conflicts that 

would arise from resettlement within the host country (p.7). Therefore, all practical alternatives 

are considered prior to migration.  
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Perumal (2018) emphasizes that individuals are not simply victims of circumstance but 

agents in their own decision-making process and will first explore alternative adaptive 

strategies to avoid the need to relocate. In the case of Puerto Rico, these adaptive strategies 

include making the environment more resilient to future natural disasters with crop 

diversification practices. This was particularly important for Puerto Ricans in the aftermath of 

Hurricane Maria because their existing system proved to be fragile and unsustainable. For an 

island that imports “roughly 85 percent of the food Puerto Ricans actually eat,” the 

infrastructural destruction from Hurricane Maria was detrimental for large parts of the island 

(Klein, 2018, p.23). As one Puerto Rican pointed out “We didn’t have food, we didn’t have 

water, we didn’t have electricity, we didn’t have anything” (Klein, 2018, p.25). However, Klein 

(2018) acknowledges that in the few communities where they “still had traditional farms, 

people could also see that agro-ecology was not some quaint relic of the past, but a crucial tool 

for surviving a rocky future” (p.25). Ultimately, because of the personal sacrifices that must be 

made, an individual will exhaust all other potential adaptive strategies before considering 

migration. 

Articles and reports that do not include lived experiences cannot address the complicated 

and unique circumstances that influence individual decisions of whether to relocate. I need to 

emphasize this point because in reading through the literature on migration as an adaptive 

strategy, it appears that some authors do not seriously consider the other adaptive strategies 

that potential migrants may use in response to their circumstances. Black et al. (2011) and 

McLeman & Smit (2006) dismiss the lived experiences of potential migrants, assume that they 

all will eventually migrate, and focus only on the positive outcomes that draw them to their 

destination. In contrast, authors such as Kelman et al. (2019) and Perumal (2018) present a 

critical response by focusing on the lived experiences of Pacific Islanders from the nations of 

the Maldives and Vanuatu. (Here, I relied on literature in island mobility studies that focused 

on Pacific Island nations because there is insufficient literature specifically addressing the 

circumstances in Puerto Rico.) Their informants indicated a range of possible responses from 

those who believe that “the place where I live is where I belong,” to those who seek migration 

within the Pacific Island nations (Perumal, 2018, p.59; Remling, 2020, p.7).  

4.2.1 Uncertainty and Risk 

I now turn to the uncertainty and risks that potential migrants must weigh up in their 

decision-making. Their decisions are made only after other adaptive strategies have been 

exhausted. As Ewers & Shockley (2018) acknowledge, there is a calculated risk involved 
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because one cannot control or accurately predict how future events will unfold. In response to 

this uncertainty, Williams & Baláž (2012) elaborate on how individuals “act on the basis of 

expectations, developing ideas about likely outcome” (p.5). Their ideas and expectations about 

the circumstances in the destination location are formulated based on the knowledge they have 

collected from research (Williams & Baláž, 2012, p.4). For Puerto Ricans who have a history 

of migration within their extended family, family knowledge may provide a foundation to the 

decision-making process. Williams & Baláž (2012) disagree with associating the term risk to 

this process because “migration decisions are usually informed by some knowledge about the 

destination, decisions are rarely, if ever, made in full ignorance” (p.5). Nonetheless, potential 

migrants are rarely certain whether they will succeed or fail. 

To distinguish success from failure, Gemenne & Blocher (2017) explain that for it to be 

successful, the relocation should not destabilize the reliance on existing household resources 

(p.338). However, migration becomes a maladaptive strategy when the circumstances for the 

migrant are worse in the host country than in their country of origin (Gemenne & Blocher, 

2017, p.338). To illustrate this further, Warner & Afifi (2014) consider it successful if 

“migration can reduce food insecurity by increasing the available resources to buy food in the 

cases where migrants can send food or cash remittances to [household] members… If migration 

as a risk management strategy is unsuccessful – in this case ‘erosive’ migration, it can 

exacerbate food insecurity (no remittances or food sent, reduced labour supply in [household] 

for food production)” (p.3). While the focus of this thesis is on Puerto Ricans’ decision-making 

processes, it is important to recognize that understanding the reasons for their success or failure 

provides insight that can be applied globally, particularly to other island nations 

4.2.2 Intersectionality and Mobility Inequalities 

There are intra-group differences within the Puerto Rican community which means that 

not all Puerto Rican migrants share the same decision-making experience. This is true also with 

respect to climate migration in the Pacific Islands, as previously described in Chapter 4.2. All 

Puerto Ricans are faced with the same economic and environmental threats, yet their responses 

vary based on their circumstances, including access to resources. A focus on intra-group 

differences provides a deeper understanding of Puerto Rican migration patterns, because not 

all Puerto Ricans are forced to leave the island. 

Racism and classism have shaped the demographic landscape in Puerto Rico. In Puerto 

Rico, residents of rural communities do not have access to the same resources as those in urban 

parts of the island because the geography limits the transportation of resources. There are racial 
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divisions within the Puerto Rican community given that Puerto Ricans’ ethnic identity is made 

up of Spanish, African, and Taino ancestry. This was most recently brought to light in the 

summer of 2020 as members of the Afro-Latinx population in Puerto Rico spoke up in response 

to the George Floyd protests. They brought attention to the prevalence of white privilege on 

the island.  

These intragroup differences are important to acknowledge in relation to mobility 

inequalities. It is a class issue because migration is an expensive process that not all can afford. 

To deconstruct this class issue, one can point to how race, gender, and sexual orientation, for 

example, impact income inequality across the island. While there are many more categories of 

oppression and privilege that would provide a more well-rounded image of these intragroup 

differences, it is important to acknowledge how not all Puerto Ricans have the same 

opportunities and resources to migrate based on their circumstances (Adger et al., 2007, p.736). 

Crenshaw’s concept of intersectionality provides a framework to understand how social 

issues unequally impact different members of a targeted group (1991). To illustrate this, 

Crenshaw (2016) talked about African Americans’ experiences of police brutality in the US 

and pointed out how African American women’s experiences were often ignored; instead, 

police brutality was seen as mainly an issue of racism for African American men. 

Intersectionality illustrates the overlap in the oppression that African American women 

experience with racism and sexism. Intersectionality provides a framework that acknowledges 

how the different points of oppression or privilege such as sexism, racism and classism intersect 

to shape the individual’s experiences (Crenshaw, 1991).  

 

In conclusion, Puerto Ricans are US citizens and yet have neither the same rights nor the 

same access to resources as do citizens of the US mainland. Their decision to relocate is an 

adaptive strategy in response to economic and environmental threats. However, not all Puerto 

Ricans have the same circumstances and so their decision-making process may be very 

different in response to change, as will be described in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 5: Migration Decision-Making Processes  
Migration decision-making is multifaceted and multidimensional. To better understand 

this process, this chapter will first focus on the factors that interact with migration decision-

making, which include the desire for better employment opportunities and an improved 

education system. Subsequently, I address how these factors work together to guide the 

decision-making process.  

Due to the limited literature on Puerto Rican migration decision-making, I first focus on 

general theoretical approaches before applying them to the circumstances in Puerto Rico.  

Even though the focus of this research is on Puerto Rican migration as a whole, I 

recognize that within Puerto Rico there are intra-group differences in motivations for 

migration. Therefore, it is important to provide nuance to this analysis to understand why some 

Puerto Ricans leave and others do not.  

5.1 Factors in Migration Decision-Making  

It is necessary to first address the terminology. Van Hear et al. (2018) distinguishes 

factors and drivers of migration with the following: “we see factors as conditions that may 

shape migration and drivers as activated factors” (p.931). These conditions that may shape 

migration include economics, politics, security, and geography (Van Hear et al., 2018, p.931). 

Their role is not static because societies and individuals are constantly evolving (Van Hear et 

al., 2018, p.931). However, factors of migration become drivers of migration when these 

conditions actively lead “to the inception of migration and the perpetuation of movement” (Van 

Hear et al., 2018, p.927). Based on this explanation, I will rely on both terms to highlight how 

the conditions in Puerto Rico perpetuate the migratory movement from the island to the US 

mainland. 

Throughout most of the literature on migration decision-making, these factors of 

migration are divided into two broad categories: economic and non-economic incentives for 

migration. Most authors tend to emphasize the importance of economic factors in prompting 

movement yet do not consider the relevance of non-economic factors. The neoclassical 

economic model for migration supports this by framing this process as based on rational 

choices where the individual considers “how (and where) they can best deploy their human 

capital to achieve the highest wages and benefits, with the lowest costs, and thus obtain the 

greatest expected earnings in the long run” (Ewers & Shockley, 2018, p.2). Halfacree (2004) 

acknowledges the values in considering these economic factors because it serves as “the way 
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our material needs are met within a capitalist society” (p.242). However, one’s economic status 

plays a part in determining their opportunity at achieving security and stability.  

Halfacree (2004) disagrees with treating economic factors as objective indicators into the 

individual’s decision-making process (p.242). Instead, he suggests that the focus also include 

the wider context within which the decision to relocate is made. This should not dismiss the 

value of these economic factors such as the draw to a particular place because of the 

employment opportunity. Instead, this additionally considers the potential migrants’ 

complicated circumstances such as their need for improved healthcare services and a greater 

sense of personal security (Halfacree, 2004, p.245). As more non-economic factors are drawn 

out as part of this analysis, Halfacree (2004) warns against attempts to prioritize economic 

factors over non-economic ones or to establish clear-cut categories of factors because that 

would overlook the complexities within the potential migrant’s circumstances (p.244). 

In this newly emerging area of interest, more authors echo Halfacree’s work in 

emphasizing the relevance of non-economic factors in the decision-making process. Clark & 

Maas (2015) posed the question, “why do people move?”, using data from the Housing, 

Income, and Labour Dynamics Survey done in Australia, and their findings confirm that people 

are drawn to relocation for more than a new job or nice place to live (p.54). In comparing the 

pre-migration and post-migration outcomes, Clark & Maas (2015) conclude that non-economic 

factors including family and lifestyle needs have an influential role in the decision-making 

process (p.61). Baláž et al. (2014) conducted quantitative research in this domain to understand 

“Which attributes (economic and non-economic) are important when choosing migration 

destinations, and how much weight is attached to them?” (p.16). Baláž et al. (2014) conclude 

in their findings that while wages and costs were “dominant attributes, their combined share in 

decision weights ranged from only 28.2% to 49.0%” (p.16). While there is still more research 

to come from this field of interest, this provides us a glimpse into the multidimensional nature 

of migration decision-making. 

5.2 How Factors Drive Migration Decision-Making  

I first turn to Lee’s “push and pull” theory to provide a framework for understanding the 

role of factors of migration in the decision to migrate (1966). Lee is often cited as one of the 

first to “identify in a modern and scientific way the drivers of such a complex phenomenon” 

(Castelli, 2018, p.2). Lee (1966) describes the four elements that are part of this decision: 

factors associated with the area of origin, factors associated with the area of destination, 

intervening obstacles, and personal factors (p.50). For the first two elements, the way in which 
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a person responds to these factors, whether positively, negatively, or indifferently, transforms 

them into pull factors, which make migrants want to move to certain countries, or push factors, 

which make migrants want to leave their country of origin (Lee, 1966, p.50). However, there 

are intervening and personal factors which would influence the decision to relocate, such as 

the distance from the area of origin to the area of destination and the stage of life that the 

potential migrant is in (Lee, 1966, p.50). Furthermore, Lee (1966) recognizes that the decision 

is not an additive decision, based on how one responds to the factors in the areas of origin and 

destination, because there needs to be a strong enough desire to relocate (p.50). This model 

provides a broad framework for understanding the decision-making process, yet critics point 

to the static nature of this model as a shortcoming because it does not account for “changing 

motivations, altered circumstances, or modified decisions en route” (Van Hear et al., 2018, 

p.929). Therefore, authors have built from this framework to address how the complexities of 

modern society have influenced the forces driving migration. 

I draw on the push-pull plus model from Van Hear et al. (2018), because they distinguish 

the drivers of migration as predisposing, proximate, precipitating, and mediating. These drivers 

help account for the nuances that were missed in the previous model, because the focus is now 

on the “conditions, circumstances, and environment within which people chose to move or stay 

put, or have that decision thrust upon them” (Van Hear et al., 2018, p.927). Additionally, it is 

worth drawing on the work from Castelli (2018) to account for the ever more complex and 

nuanced circumstances that would lead an individual to decide to migrate. Castelli (2018) 

understands the individual’s decision to migrate to be a result of a combination of macro, meso, 

and micro factors (p.1). These three groups of factors are differentiated based on the proximate 

relation to the individual and society. I emphasize here that migrants’ experiences in the 

migration decision-making process are not homogenous given their unique individual 

circumstances.  

5.3 Migration Decision-Making in Puerto Rico  

Climate-induced displacement is only one part of Puerto Rico’s history of migration. The 

decision to relocate is multi-causal. The label “climate migrant” does not fully describe a 

migrant’s motivation for relocating. Even the label “economic migrant” would be an 

oversimplification. I now focus on the wave of migration that occurred in the aftermath of 

Hurricane Maria. This analysis provides insight for understanding why so many Puerto Ricans 

left the island and what we can expect in the future.  
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First, I turn to the debates on climate-induced displacement as an example to show how 

these migration decisions are made as a result of multiple, intersecting factors. This debate 

comprises of two dominant perspectives: the maximalists and minimalists. The maximalists 

see a direct causal relationship between the changing environment and out-migration (Suhrke, 

1993, p.6). The minimalists believe that there is a wider combination of factors that impact the 

decision-making process, as I subsequently illustrate (Suhrke, 1993, p.4). Minimalists would 

believe that the label of “climate migrant” is insufficient to describe the reasons Puerto Ricans 

left the island following an environmental disaster. 

To apply the minimalists’ arguments to the circumstances in Puerto Rico, I turn to a study 

from Santos-Lozada et al. (2020) on how Puerto Rico’s total population responded to economic 

and environmental stress. Considering the circumstances in Puerto Rico over the past three 

decades, Santos-Lozada et al. (2020) conclude that the population changes were due more to 

employment trends than hurricane events. While there was a sizeable increase in the rate of 

immigration following Hurricane Irma and Maria, one cannot point to the hurricanes as the 

direct cause. The hurricanes worsened the circumstances on the island that were already 

deteriorating. Considering the other hurricanes in the study, Perch-Nielsen et al. (2008) concur 

that while natural disasters such as Hurricane Maria displaced individuals, this was relatively 

short-lived as “most people return to re-create their lives once conditions normalize” (see 

Figure 3). However, Santos-Lozada et al. (2020) point to the severe and longer-lasting impact 

that the island’s economy has had on the rate of migration. This has included the growth of the 

island’s debt crisis, the phasing out of tax breaks by 2006, and the economic shock of the Great 

Recession in 2008. Each of these events negatively affected the political, social, and economic 

conditions on the island. The events’ toll on the island’s budget reduced the funding available 

for infrastructure development. Clearly, climate change is not the only factor driving migration. 
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Figure 3. Outflow v. Employment Graph. Retrieved from: Santos-Lozada et al., 2020, p.381. 

 

In conclusion, labels such as “climate migrant” or “economic migrant” ignore the 

complexity of the circumstances that led an individual to relocate. As will be described in the 

following chapter, individuals invariably relocate due to a culmination of multiple events and 

factors.   
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Chapter 6: Findings and Discussion 
In this chapter, I present the main findings from my interviews with seven Puerto Ricans 

who relocated from the island to the US mainland. Building from the foundation established in 

the previous chapters, I asked my informants to share their lived experiences with migration 

decision-making given the circumstances in Puerto Rico. Subsequently, I organized and 

divided the findings into three main themes. 

1) Multidimensional Identities: Informants spoke about their sense of identity and how 

it was shaped by their experiences of growing up in Puerto Rico and subsequently 

relocating to the US mainland. 

2) Migration Decision-Making and Mobility Inequalities: Informants addressed their 

experiences of migration decision-making and reflected on the reasons that draw or 

dissuade other Puerto Ricans from relocating to the US mainland.  

3) Instigating Factors of Migration: Informants reflected on what prompted their 

decision to relocate by addressing their specific factors of migration.  

6.1 Multidimensional Identities 

In this section, I focus on my informants’ sense of identity with respect to their Puerto 

Rican nationality and US citizenship. I am interested in contrasting my informants’ experiences 

of citizenship and identity with what is described in the review of literature. As Puerto Ricans, 

they indicate the fractured nature of their identity, because as a colonized territory, Puerto Rico 

“belongs but is not a part of the US” (Tauber, 2006, p.161). It is important to remember that 

Puerto Ricans maintain the status of US citizens, whether they reside on the island or the 

mainland. However, when they relocate to the mainland, they effectively acquire new 

citizenship rights. Here, I delve into the duality of citizenship. I make use of the legal context 

explained in the previous chapters to explore my informants’ experiences on the mainland as 

US citizens. Ultimately, it is interesting to note the variety of responses I received from my 

informants, because it confirms that not all Puerto Ricans have the same lived experience of 

what it means to be Puerto Rican as well as a US citizen. 

6.1.1 Puerto Ricans’ Fractured Identities 

I address Puerto Ricans’ sense of identity as I want to understand how my informants see 

their relationship between their Puerto Rican nationality and identity, and US citizenship. 

Based on my textual research before the interviews which label Puerto Rico as a nation without 

a state, I expected my informants to have a stronger sense of national identity as Puerto Ricans 
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than as US citizens. In my research, I read about Puerto Ricans’ desire to maintain their distinct 

national identity yet retain the link with US society through their citizenship (Marquez, 2017).  

Not surprisingly, all my informants echo the sense of being in limbo, or “in-between” 

with respect to their identity as both Puerto Ricans and US citizens. Informant #4 describes it 

almost as “schizophrenia” because of their difficulty in anchoring themselves into one clearly 

defined identity. I interpret this shared sentiment to be part of Puerto Rico’s status as an 

unincorporated territory where it “belongs but is not a part of the US” (Tauber, 2006, p.161). 

On the one hand, Puerto Ricans are US citizens, yet on the other, they are not viewed and 

treated equally as US citizens because they are from an unincorporated US territory. This 

situation festers a love-hate relationship towards the US as informant #3 elaborates:  

“You don't want to live without the United States because you grew up believing that the 

United States is the best country in the world, but at the same time you are Puerto Ricans, 

we are proud of our Spanish, we are proud of our arroz con pollo, rice and chicken, we’re 

proud of our salsa. So it’s, you want to have this connection but at the same time you 

want to maintain that distance, culturally, ethnically, linguistically, all of that.”  

Not all informants share the same perspective on how they envision their relationship 

between their US citizenship and Puerto Rican nationality. For example, Informant #2 spoke 

of how they saw themselves as politically American yet culturally Puerto Rican; they added 

how their “Puerto Rican and US citizenships go hand in hand, but they don't dance with each 

other.” Informant #3 talked of their frustration with this state of limbo where “yes, we [Puerto 

Ricans] are American citizens, did we ask for it? Actually, no, it was negotiated in…1917, 

what happened in 1917? The First World War, so, who was enlisted? A big number of Puerto 

Ricans, you know. So I don't think that the citizenship, it was not a gift, it was a very meditated 

calculation.” In contrast, Informant #4 addresses the impact of US colonialism on Puerto Rican 

identity, refusing to label Puerto Ricans as victims of history, and rather seeing themselves as 

“Puerto Rican by birth and an American by accident of history.” In the end, Informant #6 

emphasizes, “whether you’re born in the island or not, you by default you are an American 

citizen.”  

Given their varied responses of informants, I seek to understand the role that their US 

citizenship played in their migration decision-making. As US citizens, they do not need a 

passport to relocate, and they do not have to endure the immigration bureaucracy that other 

immigrants face when coming to the US. Informant #3 states “I would say that having the 

American citizenship, it was more a ticket, you know, that you knew you had and that you can, 
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even if you never use it, if you forced to, you could.” Informant #3’s remark implicitly refers 

to how people do not move unless they are compelled to do so.  

During the interviews, my aim was to explore the possibility that my informants’ 

perspectives on their Puerto Rican and US identities had evolved. I was interested in exploring 

how their lived experiences might have changed their opinions. With respect to the ongoing 

debate about the island’s status, Informant #3 states: 

“As a young adult, my father was always this statehooder …[so] I was a statehooder too 

and I worked in the precincts when it was election time and I was advocating for the 

statehood for Puerto Rico but then my [undergraduate] readings into poli-sci, they were 

for me an eye-opening you know, really understanding what does it mean to be a colony, 

what the type of economic practices that the US subjected Puerto Rico, you know, 

exploitation.” 

Informant #3’s remarks not only address the value of education but also the reality of 

Puerto Rico’s relation to the US. The acquisition of US citizenship for Puerto Ricans came at 

a cost given their unequal access to citizenship rights and resources. This has resulted in a sense 

of non-belonging within US society. 

6.1.2 Social Ostracism on the US Mainland  

Because all my informants have resided on the US mainland, I explore how they situated 

themselves relative to US society.12 I address their lived experiences as US citizens now 

residing on the US mainland.  

My informants’ experiences of social ostracism confirm the need to understand 

citizenship beyond its legal context. A key argument I make throughout the thesis is that Puerto 

Ricans are only US citizens by name. In the process of relocating to the US, Puerto Ricans 

become further integrated into US society with the acquisition of additional citizenship rights. 

However, as I previously addressed with Anderson’s interpretation of citizenship in Chapter 

4.1.1, Puerto Ricans find themselves in the category of the Tolerated Citizen, who has neither 

failed to ascribe to the community’s values nor succeeded in fulfilling its expectations. 

Informant #1 confirms this when sharing that “having the [US] citizenship does not mean that 

they see you as part of the US.” Therefore, unlike (white) US citizens residing on the US 

mainland, Puerto Ricans must assimilate into the US’s “community of value” to advance to the 

category of the Good Citizen.  

 
12 Informant #3 has subsequently relocated outside of the US. 
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Puerto Ricans can aspire to be Good Citizens, according to Anderson’s typology, by 

assimilating to this “community of value,” yet racism and xenophobia prevent them from doing 

so. Nonetheless, Informant #5 describes their efforts to assimilate, sharing “sometimes I’m a 

little embarrassed to say that I’m Puerto Rican even though I shouldn’t, it’s just people behave 

so bad… so they already have this perception of you, so you have to like improve yourself.” 

Informant #5’s efforts include addressing how their children behave in public so that they do 

not draw attention to themselves. Language proves to be a significant factor among the 

informants; they explain that being fluent in English could lead to better outcomes related to 

work and social connections. Nonetheless, I asked Informant #6 to provide their perspective 

on why they thought individuals such as Informant #5 feel compelled to assimilate. They 

believe that this sentiment stems from both a place of shame and the need to fit in to survive. 

They follow up by pointing out “you see [it] not just in Puerto Ricans, you see it in Mexicans, 

you see it in people from Central, South America, you see that.” This is an example among 

many that my informants made when addressing their experiences of relocating to the US 

mainland, often drawing connections to other immigrants’ experiences in the US.  

This sense of non-belonging drives the need to assimilate. Even as US citizens, Informant 

#6 shares how Puerto Ricans are viewed and treated as foreigners by describing their 

experience of changing their nursing license from Puerto Rico to Florida: 

“I took my boards for my nurse practitioner in Tampa, in Florida, but that’s not sufficient, 

you have to go through the whole nursing process in order to kind of validate your 

credentials, right, so you have to show proof of your education, not just your transcripts. 

They have to do a thorough analysis of your education to show, you have to demonstrate 

that your education there [in Puerto Rico] is as good as any nurse in the United States, 

which for me, I find that to be a slap in the face because our universities have to have the 

same level of accreditation like any other university in the States, my nursing program 

was in English, okay, my books, everything was in English, my documentation in the 

hospital, it’s in English. However, if you move from Puerto Rico to any other state, you 

have to go through some sort of nursing credentialing center and they have to analyze 

every single class you took to become an RN (registered nurse) before they can.” 

With Informant #6, we discussed how within US society, there is a general lack of 

knowledge that Puerto Ricans are US citizens. I shared with Informant #6 that as someone who 

went through the public school system in the US, I only recently began to understand Puerto 
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Rico’s true relationship to the US. Their response confirmed how this lack of knowledge 

promotes ostracism of Puerto Ricans within the US: 

“…it’s kind of interesting that in the schools here, they don't teach you about Puerto Rico 

…When I wanted to transition into another job, the first thing that I was asked was, can 

I get a copy of your green card13? And for me, that was like okay, you’re Human 

Resources, I’m pretty sure that you went to university and at least they taught you some 

geography, right, some history, and, anyway, but it’s really interesting because even 

when you’re interacting with educated people, meaning people who are professionals, 

right, they don't know, they don't know about Puerto Rico and probably, probably, what 

they know so far came after Maria, because after Maria, it’s when people starting, started 

to pay attention more into what was going on to Puerto Rico.” 

I interpret Puerto Ricans’ need to assimilate to life on the US mainland as connected to 

Puerto Rico’s status as an unincorporated territory. This allows me to contrast Puerto Ricans’ 

experiences with the experiences of (white) US citizens from the US mainland, like myself, 

who do not face the same prejudices from society; citizens from the mainland do not have their 

identity as US citizens questioned.  

I turn to Yuval-Davis (2006) to question if we can “live with one another without either 

one group [the less powerful group] having to become the imitative version of the dominant 

one?” (p.213). In light of this understanding, Informant #6 emphasizes their pride in their 

identity as they share:  

“I’m very proud of my heritage and I live it every day, you know in this house, we, 

everything I do in terms of cooking has to do with the things I learned growing up, right, 

and some people will say well that takes a lot of time to cook or whatever because there 

are certain dishes that are very time consuming, but the only way I can keep my tradition 

going, my culture, and teach it to my grandkids, it’s by doing the things that I was taught 

as a child, right…when [my grandkids] come here, we don't speak English in this house, 

we speak Spanish so I’m teaching them all the music and the songs and I read to them in 

Spanish because I wanted them to embrace that other side of them.” 

With US society’s refusal to recognize Puerto Ricans as US citizens, it is interesting to 

note how my informants’ responses to this ostracism varied, whether it is to conform or 

continue to live their identity as Puerto Ricans.  

 
13 A permit allowing a foreign national to live and work permanently in the US. 
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6.1.3 New Findings: Recognizing Diversity and Intersectionality  

Based on my informants’ responses, it is necessary to address how my informants 

position themselves within the Puerto Rican community. In the previous two subsections, I 

focused on my informants’ perspectives on their Puerto Rican and US identities. However, I 

noticed that they did not all share the same sense of identity as Puerto Ricans which led me to 

explore how experiences of Puerto Rican identity vary across the island. 

Diversity is an important concept when trying to understand Puerto Ricans’ sense of 

identity. Informants repeatedly shared that they had been told “you don't even look Puerto 

Rican.” Puerto Ricans come from widely different backgrounds. The Indigenous people are the 

Taíno (Landale & Oropesa, 2002, pp.232-233). The island was colonized for over 500 years 

including 400 years of Spanish rule, with subsequent assimilation of Africans from the slave 

trade. Mestizaje or mixing of populations defines Puerto Ricans (Landale & Oropesa, 2002, 

pp.232-233). Therefore, Informant #2 explains that it is difficult to rely on US Census data for 

the information concerning Puerto Ricans’ racialized identities: 

“It’s really more about colorism than like race per se, so if you’re like me, that like 

literally looks like what you’d be like a stereotypical African American person, then like 

I’m black, right? But if you took a person that's just a shade like lighter, they’ll call them 

like café con leche which means like coffee and milk and that person is like I’m black 

but not really because I’m mixed.”  

While the majority of informants point out how racist US society is towards Puerto 

Ricans, Informant #2 was the only one to point out that racism also exists in Puerto Rico. They 

clarify, as the only Afro-Latinx informant of all my informants, that unlike the racism on the 

US mainland, which is influenced by Jim Crow laws, in Latin America, racism stems from 

“European ways of thinking in ways of like what’s aesthetically beautiful… it’s subtle racism, 

right, it’s about hair, it’s about skin tone, it’s about names, you know, it’s different, but it is 

equally hurtful as you know as any experience in US.” Informant #2 remarks that racism is not 

an issue unique to the US mainland. There were protests in Puerto Rico following George 

Floyd’s death, notwithstanding “the [Puerto Rican] government claims themselves that they 

are not racist.” Puerto Ricans experience racism not only in their treatment by US society, but 

depending on their background, also from other Puerto Ricans.  
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6.2 Migration Decision-Making and Mobility Inequalities  

In this section, I address mobility inequalities to explain why Puerto Ricans chose to 

remain or relocate. After two major waves of migration, there are still Puerto Ricans who 

remain on the island despite the ongoing economic crisis and the aftermath of several natural 

disasters. I draw on my framing of migration as an adaptive strategy given the circumstances 

in Puerto Rico. I emphasize how the decision to move is not made without careful deliberation 

including all the factors considered in the push-pull theory of migration. 

There are numerous possible responses to the conditions that drive migration. Although 

the push-pull theory of migration suggests that either the individual stays or leaves the area of 

origin, Warner et al. (2009) point out that people have one of three options: “(1) stay and adapt 

to mitigate the effects; (2) stay, do nothing, and accept a lower quality of life; or (3) leave the 

affected area” (p.690). My informants provide more nuance to this decision-making process by 

pointing to the factors that influenced their decisions.  

It is worth noting that the term migration can be considered a loaded term for some Puerto 

Ricans. Informant #4 points out that due to their US citizenship, Puerto Ricans do not need a 

passport when traveling to the US mainland because they are US citizens traveling within the 

US. This is relevant when Informant #2 addresses the impact of the term migration by 

explaining that Puerto Ricans “don't require any type of like citizenship process, visa process 

to move but it is, the literature does address it as migration, right. It’s still migration because 

it’s a physical, more than a thousand miles away so it is technically a migration, but you know, 

when you’re from California and you move to Florida, you don't say ‘I migrated to Florida.’”  

6.2.1 Careful Consideration for Relocation 

Even though I frame migration as an adaptive strategy, I also want to highlight that this 

decision is not made spontaneously but rather with careful consideration of the impacts of 

relocation.  

I focus on informants who relocated to the US mainland. Their search led them to relocate 

to the mainland where there would be better opportunities and a better quality of life. Informant 

#2 shares:  

“For me, it is a forced migration because that, people don't leave places… I would have 

never left Puerto Rico, like even if I had money like if I was like upper-middle class like 

making you know $60-70k in Puerto Rico, like I would never leave because I don't face 

the same situations that ¾, like more than 20% of the population faces in terms of like 

relationship with the government, inefficiency in the polling systems, inefficiencies in 
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the energy systems, inefficiencies in the water systems, inefficiency in the food system, 

inefficiency you know and I can just go and go and go.”  

Informants point to other aspects of daily life on the island that led them to relocate. Their 

frustration about the island’s government and how its actions impact day-to-day life indicate 

how their environment was no longer able to meet their needs. Informant #6 points to 

government corruption and mismanagement as an important source of motivation for leaving 

the island: 

“So when you become a professional, right, you are a career-oriented individual and see 

you that, let’s say I want to stay in the island, right, and I want to work there because I 

want to contribute to my country but then, on the other hand, you see that you’re paying 

your taxes, right, you’re paying your duties, right, but then you see politicians, the way 

they are because politicians really have, and excuse my language, have really screwed it 

up for everyone, right, because we don't get the services that we pay for, right, because 

we contribute not only in taxes but we also pay social security, we contribute to 

Medicare… when you’re talking about health services, you don't get the same type of 

services, not because you don't pay what you should pay, it’s because the services are 

very, very poor.” 

Even though circumstances on the island pushed Informants #2 and #6 to relocate, 

Informant #6 is adamant about being mindful that migration means starting over in a new place. 

They allude to sentiments of social ostracism within US society when they share: 

“You have to remember English is not our primary language, that’s number 1. Secondly 

our culture is very different than what we know here [in the US], right, and even though 

we are American citizens, we are not treated as American citizens, that’s the other reality, 

right, that you face every day, even in your work environment, even in your day-to-day 

activities, you go to the grocery shopping, they listen to your accent, they see that you’re 

not from [here].”  

There are such striking cultural differences between Puerto Rico and the US that 

individuals may be reluctant to relocate. Informant #6 makes it evident that Puerto Rico and 

the US mainland are, culturally speaking, two different worlds. Informant #6 describes their 

“survival” strategies when saying:  

“So, so in essence, because I’ve lived it, you’re starting over, you’re really starting all 

over again, building love for this country because you have to develop love, right, despite 
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what goes around you have to embrace that this is your new country, you have to embrace 

the fact that you’re gonna be dealing with racism every single day whether it’s in your 

day to day or at work and it’s a matter of learning to cope with it, right, because you’re 

not gonna be fighting with the world, right so you learn to develop another set of skills, 

right, that otherwise you didn't have when you were in the island because you were one 

of them.” 

It is interesting to note that even with these experiences that Informant #6 shared, they 

still say that they could not envision returning permanently to Puerto Rico. Informant #6’s 

decision to relocate corresponds with Gemenne & Blocher’s interpretation of migration as an 

adaptive strategy where potential migrants seek to “improve their environment and socio-

economic status or fulfill needs that cannot be met in their current circumstances” (2017, 

p.341). Nonetheless, people do not decide to move without great deliberation; there is 

something to be gained and lost from relocation. Therefore, migration is treated as a last resort 

when all other options are exhausted. 

6.2.2 Reasons for Remaining on the Island 

Even though my informants relocated to the US mainland, I sought their perspectives and 

insights due to their ongoing connection to people on the island. I asked them what they thought 

deterred Puerto Ricans from relocating to the US mainland. The results provide a deeper 

understanding of the reasons for remaining on the island, when considering how 

intersectionality impacts mobility inequalities.  

The rural-urban divide often determines the likelihood of an individual’s decision to 

relocate. Migration is an expensive process and with around 40% of Puerto Rico’s population 

living in poverty, not all have the financial means to relocate (Glassman, 2019). In the rural 

parts of the island, familial ties are more strongly rooted, which makes it difficult for some to 

leave their family members behind, especially those who are ill. There are more people in urban 

areas that speak English relative to rural areas in Puerto Rico. The language was an aspect that 

most informants brought up as Informant #7 shared “lack of knowledge of the language will 

make the decision hard, especially for job opportunities.” 

Informant #6 points out how it is necessary to consider the age of those who are leaving 

the island. The older population cannot relocate with ease and may not even have the social 

relations that would help with the transition. Furthermore, they may not have the same drive to 

relocate as the younger demographic would. Informant #6 explains: 
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“If you take into context the fact that the age group that is still struggling, they’re not 

young, they’re not young people, young meaning, you know, in their early 20s, 30s, 

where you can say ya I can conquer the world, right, I can go and I can work here and 

there, they don't have, you know, that drive, okay.” 

With access to government handouts, Informant #2 points to how the US government 

provides social security which may be enough to survive. They say: 

“The US has done such a good job because they got this, I feel like they have this cow 

tits that you know like cows have, the cow tits in people’s mouth and the moment they 

take it out, people are like no, no, no but it’s because they don't know anything else, it 

goes back to what you’re saying, they don't know anything else.” 

Because of people’s strong ties to the land, they may still choose to not relocate, even 

though the environment and living conditions are increasingly difficult; those that remain on 

the island are living through a continued economic crisis and are recovering from the aftermath 

of several hurricanes and earthquakes. After having researched the debate on whether the island 

should become a state, it was my assumption that the principal reason Puerto Ricans decided 

not to relocate was because of their nationalistic pride. Informant #4 agrees that this is the case 

for some Puerto Ricans, as they refer to the story of Harry S. Truman: 

“Before it blew up, Mt. St. Helens, near the mountain there was a lake and then there was 

a cottage by the lake and a man who lived there, his name was Harry S. Truman, not the 

President but that was his name. And Mt. St. Helens was acting up and everything and 

he said he was not going to leave and today he’s about 150 feet underground because 

when the mountain exploded, the huge avalanche covered the lake and buried him. There 

are people in Puerto Rico who are like that, it doesn't matter if the, if the island sinks, 

they will remain in Puerto Rico until there is only water to be seen, it doesn't matter.” 

However, this story is not representative of all Puerto Ricans’ experiences. While 

attachment to the land, as previously discussed Chapter 4.2, is a significant contributing factor 

to the decision-making process, finances are another aspect to consider. In the wake of 

Hurricane Maria, informants shared how some of their friends and family remained on the 

island because their financial situations were not impacted by the destruction and their homes 

were still intact. Informant #1 notes that had their finances been impacted differently, there 

would have been a greater likelihood that they would have left the island.  
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For others, the extent to which individuals have access to resources that facilitate their 

relocation can influence their decision to relocate. However, understanding the migration 

decision-making process should not be reduced to whether the individual has the motivation to 

relocate and whether they have the funds to move forward with this transition. Focusing 

exclusively on these elements cannot tell the complete story about what led to their relocation.  

6.2.3 New Findings: Forced Migration or Population Control? 

Puerto Rico’s status as an unincorporated US territory and the manner in which its 

government and economy are managed by the US compelled some of my informants to 

relocate. It is difficult to determine the extent to which informants chose to leave the island of 

their own volition. I previously argued that the US government engaged in efforts of population 

control by creating an environment that incites Puerto Ricans to relocate. Informant #2 

explicitly justifies their choice of words when labeling their migration as a forced one, because 

their environment did not meet their needs; they say that they would not have left had they had 

a choice.  

“It’s forced because you want to stay… but you don't have a system that really like allows 

you to live there and thrive according to your personal goals of what thriving looks like 

cause I know a lot of people that live there [Puerto Rico] and you know, they’re making 

their best life right now and I’m like yes like good for you, like usually small business 

owners or you know they find other, you know there’s other alternatives to staying like 

migration is not the only option for success.”  

The fragility of the island’s economy is due to economic and political oversight by the 

US government. The Puerto Rican territorial government does not have complete control over 

its internal affairs because of the island’s status as an unincorporated US territory. For example, 

Puerto Rico imports over 80% of its food instead of growing it as occurred before the island 

was acquired by the US (Klein, 2018, p.23). Hurricane Maria put Puerto Rico in an even more 

vulnerable position. Due to the hurricane, the delivery of basic goods including food was 

obstructed by the destruction of the island’s infrastructure.  

It is interesting how Informant #1 connects the colonial power’s efforts to influence one’s 

understanding of their identity to the decision to relocate. It is necessary to remember that 

Puerto Ricans do not have equal access to resources as US citizens on the mainland. Informant 

#1 first notes how “colonial powers seek to deprive people from territories, from developing 

their own autonomous economy, you know, they cripple it from the start.” The efforts to 
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Americanize the island led many to believe that foreign is better because of how the rest of the 

world is able to thrive. Informant #1 says: 

"All that food, everything comes from foreign, all the food is, and canned food is, a lot 

of canned food. Very little in terms of greens that are fresh greens, we don't have fresh 

greens. All our greens come, and you look at them, and you’re like, what I have now, 

moving, you know when I go back, I’m thinking this is very impoverished when it comes 

to dietary, nutritional value. So again, you know the mentality is that everything that is 

foreign, guess what is better, no? Greens, canned goods, you name it, everything that is 

foreign. So the desire to leave is part of that, even though the US will say no we want 

you to stay in your country, but they have done a very good job at trying to get people to 

leave their countries and come here [to the US], no?” 

The perception in Puerto Rico that resources on the US mainland are better, is just one 

factor among many that instigate the final decision to migrate.  

6.3 Instigating Factors of Migration 

Based on my informants’ insights, there are more than merely economic incentives to 

consider when trying to understand motives for migration. Halfacree (2004) does not consider 

that focusing on economic factors tells the full story of the person’s decision to migrate. In 

Chapter 3.2, I discussed the ongoing economic crisis on the island which has wider 

ramifications. I now address the non-economic factors to provide a deeper understanding of 

what instigated the decision of my informants and other Puerto Ricans to leave the island.  

It is worth noting that in Table 1 (p.11), where I provide a description of my informants, 

I do not address their motivations for relocating. I do not want to reduce their stories to one or 

two elements given the complexity of their circumstances. Instead, I address in this section an 

array of factors that contribute to their migration decision-making process.  

6.3.1 Addressing Essential Needs with Economic Factors 

The economic crisis on the island continues, with around 40% of the island’s population 

living in poverty (Glassman, 2019). It is worth noting that wealth is not measured the same 

way in Puerto Rico as it is in the US (Glassman, 2019). In the US’s consumer-driven society, 

the pursuit of economic wealth allows individuals to indulge their material needs (Halfacree, 

2004, p.242). However, those needs are not necessarily the same for Puerto Ricans who must 

first cover their essentials, as Informant #2 explains: 
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“What’s poverty in the US is not poverty here [in Puerto Rico]… I know in the US if I 

don't have rent three months ahead like I know I can be homeless like that, here [in Puerto 

Rico] it’s kind of different, like it’s very hard to evict someone or like you know if $7.25 

the hour, it’s hard to survive but you will survive because you get welfare and then you 

can, you know match up different [welfare payments].”  

Informant #1 expands on the importance of land. On an island whose economy had been 

primarily centered on the agriculture industry, owning land is a sign of wealth. They say: 

“One of the most charming aspects of the island is that the rural people really lived very 

humbly but they have a lot, they have a lot of land, and in Puerto Rico, taxes for land are 

not high, like, it’s not like here [on the US mainland] that like if you have land, you’re 

wealthy, no, you know? And then you have these big mansions, it’s not like that [in 

Puerto Rico]. In Puerto Rico, the rural areas are rustic and a lot of land, but the houses 

are not, they are simple and humble, and it really is a delight…” 

“‘I make enough money to supply for my family, I’m closing the shop, I don't need to 

make more money, I’m going home.’ That kind of mentality, I mean, they don't need 

more money because they have everything that they need and it is true, they have 

everything that they need.”  

Even with these different perspectives on wealth, there continues to be economic reasons 

for Puerto Ricans to move to the US mainland. Informants #4 and #6 respectively address the 

significant differences in socio-economic circumstances in Puerto Rico and on the US 

mainland:  

“You wouldn't believe how little a Puerto Rican policeman makes compared to a stateside 

counterpart so, big cities that are in need of American citizens who speak Spanish and 

understand the culture often recruit in Puerto Rico, take away people to Baltimore for 

example [or] to Chicago PD, so… they say yes because you know I get a job with about 

$50k a year at starting and I get benefits and I get the prestige and I will learn a lot and… 

other doors will open up for me.”  

“People in the island, we don't get paid the same… whether you’re a teacher, you are a 

nurse, or you’re a police officer, you’re a firefighter, salaries in Puerto Rico here versus 

here in the States [shows with their hands]… if you compare the salaries that these 

pharmaceuticals pay Puerto Rico to a lay worker, I’m not talking about a scientist, I’m 

not talking about a chemical engineer… just someone who is you know running the 
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manufacturing of pills, just to give you an example, if you compare their salaries in the 

island to someone that works here [on the US mainland] for Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson, 

same job description, same skill sets, they don't get paid the same.” 

In trying to make sense of this pay gap between Puerto Rico and the US mainland, 

Informant #6 points to the issue of income taxes. They also point to how companies on the 

island are taxed differently. Informant #6 continues with their insight in the medical field as a 

nurse practitioner by stating, 

“Not only we contribute [in taxes] but a hospital gets 85% of the reimbursable rate versus 

a hospital in the States that gets 100% and I just don't understand that either and I’m 

telling you because these are the things that I deal with on a day-to-day basis. If Puerto 

Rico pays the same amount of money, why is it that the hospitals don't get reimbursed 

the same amount as the US, right, because hospitals will say well we only get 80%, 85%, 

well that’s why the salaries are low for the nurses and the health care staff because we 

don't get the same reimbursement and they have based that, all these years so I just don't, 

I just don't, honestly don't understand.” 

Even though wealth is not viewed the same in Puerto Rico as on the US mainland, this 

pay gap demonstrates how Puerto Ricans continue to be subjects of colonial management given 

the socio-economic circumstances that my informants describe. 

6.3.2 Multi-Causal and Non-Economic Factors 

The economic crisis has had a cascading effect such that essential infrastructure, 

including roads and hospitals, is poorly funded and families must adapt. Environmental 

disasters such as Hurricane Maria only worsen circumstances that were already deteriorating. 

Informant #2 explains how Hurricane Maria was more than a natural disaster, given the 

cascading effects which become reasons to migrate. This is in line with the minimalists’ 

argument that climate disasters are not the sole reason that prompt people to move. Informant 

#2 frames migration as a survival tactic for those that were left without access to basic needs. 

They indicate how: 

“Other infrastructures that were so vulnerable just collapsed and by the energy collapsed, 

then the water collapsed, and by the water collapsed people don't have access to you 

know clean and all these different stuff, so that creates stress in the household and people 

have to go out and then…there was impacts on the ports so we couldn't import or export 

anything so we couldn't receive food, right? So then that affects households without food, 
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and then they have to eat like sweets or sugars or all these other alternative foods, and 

then if you’re diabetic and you’re eating that, you know you’re going to have high 

chances of dying, and if you’re stressed you’re going to have a heart attack, and then 

you’re going to die and that’s what happened to a lot of people, that that combination of 

events post the hurricane, right? …what came after the storm is like what like really made 

people and go into survival mode, so survival meant for a lot of people moving.”  

Individuals are often prompted to relocate because of their desire to support their 

families. It is interesting to note how several times informants compare Puerto Rican migration 

with other immigrants’ experiences with coming to the US. Informant #2 says: 

“I was overworking, you know, I want to support my family, I couldn't find the means 

so I decided to go and then this opportunity in the States opened up so it was a direct link, 

I wouldn't have just like left just to like, I don't think that would have been my decision 

cause I had a good job and you know in that sense, it was just that it was a better 

opportunity for me.”  

In Puerto Rico, the family plays an integral role in the islanders’ lives. Having grown up 

in a small town on the island, Informant #6 explains: 

“By 5 o’clock everything closes, there’s no malls, there’s no stores like you know them 

here [in the US], so your life revolves between 8 to 5, after 5 you’re at home… 

[afterward] you come home from work, you’re having dinner with your family, you’re 

watching maybe a show that you guys you know are interested, have common interest 

but it’s really more being with the family.”  

This strong sense of communal living with the presence of family can at times encourage 

or dissuade individuals from relocating. Informant #1 elaborates on this culture of communal 

living by describing how there is a lot of gossip on the island. While “strong communal living 

in the island still remains and is strong and is kind of great, people help each other, all that kind 

of good stuff that you don't see here in the US,” there also is not much room for privacy. 

Informant #4 points to how people are both in physical and social proximity to one another, 

which can be overwhelming for some. Nonetheless, Informant #5 was initially adamant about 

their refusal to leave Puerto Rico: 

“I just felt like it wasn't for me, like I am a Latina, I love the beach, I was a very family 

person, we have, we still have tons of family in Puerto Rico, I guess we grew up around 
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much family, like a lot of family and we even though my mom was here [in Florida], I 

don't know, it’s just, it felt like, you know I just need, I wanted to stay.”  

Informant #3 shares that leaving their family the first time was the hardest, given that 

they have since moved around several times internationally.  

Others seek to provide their children with better opportunities for success. Informant #5 

left Puerto Rico because they were pregnant. They reflect on the sense of security that exists 

on the US mainland relative to Puerto Rico, as they emphasize the high crime rate on the island 

related to drugs, saying: 

“I feel that right now, I’m here [in Florida] in the pool and my little one is swimming and 

I’m here, sitting and I’m comfortable, nothing is going to happen, she can come here, get 

in the car, we go home, it’s fine, it’s not like there [Puerto Rico], you have to watch out 

that you don't get an addict coming to your car because they want some money or, you 

know we just lack security.” 

Since establishing themselves on the US mainland, all the informants share how they 

maintain connections with the island. As Informant #7 indicates, this includes annual, or more 

frequent, visits to the island to not only see friends and family but to also replenish what the 

island offers that they cannot find on the US mainland. Informant #6 justifies their desire to 

remain informed of events on the island by sharing that it is “not just because it’s my 

hometown, right, my island, but because I still have family there that have decided to stay.”  

6.3.3 New Findings: Generational Changes to Factors of Migration  

In listening to my informants’ accounts, it is undeniable that their family history of 

migration influenced their own migration decision-making process. From a young age, 

Informant #3 had a desire to travel as they often heard stories from their relatives who relocated 

to the US mainland or traveled back to the island to visit family. Within their immediate family, 

Informant #5 points to how one of their sibling’s decision to relocate to the US mainland was 

influential for the rest of their family’s decision to join them. Their stories show how family 

members rely on each other with this relocation, whether it be staying with relatives 

temporarily while they find permanent housing, or using relatives as a source for information 

about a neighborhood. The latter was pertinent to Informant #7’s decision as they explain, “my 

dad’s cousin lives there and we wanted to live close by a relative.”  

Looking specifically at what drives these waves of migration, it is interesting to note how 

the motivations changed with each generation. For Informant #4: 
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“My father joined the military and he came from a mostly agrarian society and a mostly 

agrarian family, so he…joined the army in the 1940s…he wanted to escape because he 

could not see… it didn't fit into his mind that he would be just another worker of the land 

as his father, grandfather, [and] great grandfather probably were.” 

Informant #4 remarks that, unlike previous generations that sought to “get out [of Puerto 

Rico] and make money and live,” Informant #4 saw this opportunity as a moment for personal 

development, to see what they could achieve beyond Puerto Rico. They share “I wanted to get 

out and make money, but I also wanted to put some distance [from my family] and test myself, 

bounce back into my education.” 

Puerto Ricans seek migration as a path as an opportunity to develop professional goals. 

One of the consequences of this economic crisis is the limited opportunities for professional 

development on the island. In the past, migration was sought to financially provide for their 

families. This shift from uneducated to educated Puerto Ricans leaving the island is a sign of 

changing motivations for migration and contributes to a “brain drain.” Informants #3 and #5 

had the luxury to relocate for education and improving English because it would lead to further 

opportunities. To understand the lack of jobs available on the island, Informant #6 elaborates: 

“I’m a nurse practitioner, right, and I migrated because there’s no opportunities for me 

to be able to fulfill my career…I graduated from the University of Puerto Rico, medical 

science campus and when I finished, I learned… that the only opportunity that you have 

as a nurse practitioner, that you’re able to fulfill your career, right, is if you work at a 

federal agency, meaning the Veterans’ Hospital, Veterans’ Administration, or the Federal 

Prison, but because they’re graduating more people than opportunities, of course, those 

positions are already filled so you are left out with no opportunities.” 

As the economic crisis in Puerto Rico persists, Puerto Rican are forced to reconsider 

whether remaining on the island will meet their needs and may feel compelled to relocate.  

 

In conclusion, these findings indicate the need to nuance an analysis of Puerto Rican 

migration-decision making. The seven informants all had a strong sense of Puerto Rican 

identity but keenly felt a sense of social ostracism on the US mainland. They all had contacts 

that remained on the island for reasons including attachment to the land, family networks on 

the island, lack of economic capital, and lack of social networks on the US mainland. The 

informants came from different backgrounds and shared different reasons for relocating, 

including family reunification and even professional development.   
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Chapter 7: Conclusion  
The aim of my research was to understand the migration decision-making processes of 

Puerto Ricans given Puerto Rico’s current alarming rate of depopulation. I began this research 

hypothesizing that if Puerto Ricans had a reasonable choice where the circumstances would 

allow, they would decide to stay on the island. This hypothesis was based on the assumption 

that individuals do not relocate from home, family, and culture without a compelling need.  

In the course of this research, it became clear that Puerto Ricans are US citizens in name 

only. This was subsequently important when questioning why Puerto Ricans, more than other 

US citizens, are predisposed to relocate when faced with environmental and economic stress. 

Indeed, Puerto Ricans have US citizenship yet as the informants remarked, this does not 

prevent US society from treating them like foreigners. Puerto Ricans are legal citizens but not 

fully integrated into US society. Moreover, they perceive their own identity as being distinct, 

even though multidimensional, with strong roots on the island. 

It became apparent that the US has created an environment that pushes Puerto Ricans to 

relocate. Indeed, my informants indicated how they sought migration because their 

environment no longer met their needs, for reasons including lack of opportunities for personal 

and professional development, and lack of sense of security and well-being. 

The findings from this thesis demonstrate that migration decision-making processes are 

complicated, multi-focal, and multi-nodal. Puerto Ricans continue to live with the impacts of 

climate change and the island’s ongoing economic crisis. The findings emphasize that the 

decision to migrate is carefully considered and often a solution of last resort once all other 

adaptive strategies are exhausted. Even then, Puerto Ricans respond differently depending on 

their circumstances, which include their social and economic capital, family history of 

migration, attachment to the land, and whether they live in a rural or urban area. My 

intersectional analysis showed how different points of oppression and privilege influence the 

likelihood that the individual would be able to relocate. Ultimately, not all Puerto Ricans have 

the desire, nor the ability to relocate as a response to their circumstances.  

This research focused specifically on the circumstances in Puerto Rico because I wanted 

to raise awareness about migration patterns involving US citizens and specifically the US 

territories. While the future of Puerto Rico is uncertain as the number of Puerto Ricans leaving 

the island continues to grow, this research has nonetheless sought to address the underlying 

causes of Puerto Rican migration patterns. This study was the limited in its scope because of 

the time constraints for a Master’s project and limitations imposed by the COVID-19 
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pandemic. The findings nonetheless provided valuable insight into the trends of Puerto Rican 

migration. Future work would involve the analysis of lived experiences through in-person 

interviews of a larger cross-section of Puerto Ricans both on the island and on the mainland. 

This work would include a statistically significant sample size and a structured interview 

methodology that controls for confounding variables. Lessons from such a study could guide 

legislation to improve the lives of Puerto Ricans in the coming generations.   
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Appendix A: Interview Guide 
 
Introduction: 

• Explain the aim of my research (and where my interest was sparked for this topic) 
o Go over confidentiality with recording and identity  
o Participation is voluntary and can withdraw at any point 

• Have informants elaborate on their connection to the island  
o Where on the island are they from? Where did they grow up? 
o Has their family lived on the island for generations? 

The Move: Revisit the decision-making process 
• What prompted the move to the States? Look at the circumstances at led to this 

decision 
o When did you move to the mainland? Who was involved in this decision 

process? 
• Why did you pick the States as the destination location?  

o Did you know anyone stateside or known others that had moved before you?  
• What were your perceptions about living in the States?  

o How was the American Dream sold to you? 
• What was there to gain from this relocation that you could not get on the island? As 

much as there is something to gain from moving, there is also something lost in the 
process 

o Did you consider the “calculated” risk involved with this move? Did you think 
it was worth it despite the uncertainty? 

Reflection 
• What do you believe has contributed to the overall out-migration from Puerto Rico to 

the States?  
o What has drawn Puerto Ricans to the mainland?  
o Who would you say is characteristic of those that would leave Puerto Rico if 

they chose to do so? 
• Not necessarily everyone wants to leave the island so what do you think would make 

the move to the States seem unfavorable?  
o What would keep people on the island?  
o What are some barriers that you believe are preventing Puerto Ricans from 

migrating? 
Identity 

• How has your relationship with your Puerto Rican and US identities evolved from 
when you were on the island to after having established yourself stateside?  

o Curious to know if you’ve gained a different perspective with this relocation  
• What role did your US citizenship have in this decision-making process? 

Ending 
• Throughout your migration decision-making process, did you ever feel as though the 

move would be permanent or temporary?  
o It’s certainly difficult to predict the future  

• Have you contemplated the possibility of relocating back to the island? 
• Anything you’d like to add?  

 
Ask informant if they had any potential informants that they could put me in touch with  


